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Recovery techniques are an important aspect of data
base systems. They are essential to ensure that data
integrity is maintained after any type of failure occurs.
The recovery mechanism must be designed so that the
availability and performance of the system are not
un-
acceptably impacted by the recovery algorithms running
during normal execution. On the other hand, enough in
formation must be stored so that the database can be
restored or transactions backed out in a reasonable
amount of time.
Concepts, techniques, and problems associated with
database recovery will be presented in this thesis. The
recovery issues for both centralized and distributed
systems will be discussed, along with the tradeoffs of
different recovery tools. The database recovery schemes
in IMS/VS, DB2 and SDD-1 will be described to show
approaches in existing systems.
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II. INTRODUCTION
In a database environment, data integrity and data
availability are top priorities. Incorrect data poses a
serious impediment to an installation. Loss of data may
occur due to application failures, hardware problems,
system problems, or user interaction. Recovery procedures
are essential in order to recover the data after a
failure.
Because of the variety of failures, there is always a
limit to the amount of recovery which can be provided. If
a situation corrupts the recovery data in addition to the
normal data, complete recovery may be impossible. Rare
failures may not be accounted for or may be considered too
expensive to recover from. In addition, the overhead
costs to maintain the recovery data are a big considera
tion when determining what types of failure must be
recoverabl e .
Recovery data is basically historical data, con
sisting of previous copies of the database
and changes
which have occurred since those copies were made. Re
dundancy of recovery data is another safeguard against
unrecoverabi 1 i ty . Recovery provided by database manage
ment systems can be enormous time savers. In addition,
products exist which monitor database activity and auto
mate the recovery process. In large installations, such
products become heroes in bad situations.
In the following sections, a survey of recovery
techniques is presented. Centralized and distributed
database concerns are addressed. In addition, several
existing systems are examined in terms of their recovery
subsystems. Case studies are included to highlight in
stallation concerns for these products.
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III. CONCEPTS OF DATABASE RECOVERY
A. TRANSACTIONS AND CONSISTENCY
In order to comprehend the concepts behind current
recovery techniques, the notions of transactions and con
sistency must be understood. A transaction is an atomic
action which represents one meaningful unit of work by a
user. An important point regarding transactions is that
all parts of a transaction must be executed as a whole.
All changes should be reflected in the database or else
nothing should be shown. Consider the standard example
where an amount is being transferred from one account to
another. The system would be left in an inconsistent
state if the amount were subtracted from account A but not
added to account B due to an abnormal termination. The
actions just described should be considered as a single
transacti on .
To achieve the indivisibility described, a trans
action must have four properties: [HAER83]
1 . ATOM I CITY". It must be of the all-or-nothing
type described above. If a transaction performs
some updates, and then a failure occurs, the up
dates must be undone. The transaction either
completes entirely or no evidence remains of
parti al executi on .
2. CONSISTENCY. A transaction reaching its normal
end, thereby committing its results, preserves




words, each successful transaction, by defini
tion, commits only legal results. This condi
tion is necessary for the fourth property, dura
bility.
ISOLATION. Events within a transaction must be
hidden from other transactions running concur
rently. The techniques that achieve isolation
are known as synchronization.
DURABILITY. Once a transaction has been com
pleted and has committed its results to the
database, the system must GUARANTEE that its
results are properly reflected in the database
in spite of subsequent malfunctions.
It follows from the definition of a transaction that,
if a failure occurs which prevents the successful comple
tion of a transaction, the state of all objects that the
transaction has modified must be restored to their state
prior to the transaction. Otherwise, failures would allow
intermediate states of objects resulting from partial exe
cution to be observable by processes outside the atomic
action. Synchronization techniques prohibit access to
affected objects by other independent transactions until a
transaction either commits or is recovered.
B. TYPES OF FAILURES
The recovery component of a system must consider
several types of failures. Certain failures are extremely
rare. The cost of redundancy needed to cope with them may
be so high that it may be a sensible design decision to
exclude these failures from consideration. If one of them
does occur, however, the system will not be able to re
cover automatically, resulting in a corrupted database.
This type of catastrophe is not considered in this paper.
The following types of failures must be handled by
the recovery mechanism: [GRAY79, HAER83, DATE86]
1. TRANSACTION FAILURE. This failure has already
been mentioned in the previous section. For
various reasons, a particular transaction cannot
proceed and is aborted. The transaction must
then be backed out as if it never occurred.
Examples of such errors are application program
bugs, timeouts, and protection violations.
2. SYSTEM FAILURE (Soft Crashes). In this case,
processing is terminated in an uncontrolled man
ner, and the contents of main memory are lost.
All transactions which are currently being pro
cessed are affected. Database-related secondary
( non -vol at i 1 e) storage remains unaffected. An
example of this type of failure is a loss of
power.
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3. MEDIA FAILURE (Hard Crashes). Besides trans
action and system failures, the loss of some or
all of the secondary storage holding the data
base must be anticipated. If the device con
tained recoverable data, the manager must recon
struct the data from an archive copy using the
log and then place the result in an alternative
device. Media failures are rare, since magnetic
storage devices are usually very reliable. Par
ity error, head crashes, and dust on magnetic
media are typical causes for media failure.
C OVERVIEW OF RECOVERY ACTIONS
The recovery manager of a database system is an im
portant component in providing for data integrity. Actions
performed during the recovery process are initiated
through the recognition of a problem. The type of failure
must then be determined, and analysis is needed to detect
the cause of the failure. The extent of the damage is as
sessed by evaluating the status of files and transactions.
A recovery method is then selected. Programs are run to
reconstruct a damaged database, backout bad transactions
and possibly restart them, and perform other activities
necessary to reestablish normal operation.
The highest emphasis on recovery goals should be data
integrity and consistency. Hopefully, a consistent state
of the database as it was immediately before the crash can
be obtained. However, in some cases, the database can
only be restored to a past state, with the loss of later
data .
In distributed systems, recovery becomes even more
complex. Local sites must have their own recovery facili
ties to restore their portion of a transaction, or handle
their media problems, etc., during failures. However,
distributed recovery facilities are also required to in
terface between the separate sites. Communication prob
lems may arise which cause
partitions in which sites or
groups of sites become isolated from one another. To
avoid losing database updates and endangering data in
tegrity, procedures must exist to handle such situations.
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Even normal operation becomes more complicated in distri
buted systems, since the recovery managers at
different
sites need to be coordinated to uniformly commit or reject
the effects of multi-site transactions.
IV. RECOVERY METHODS
A. RESTORE/RERUN RECOVERY
This method of recovery involves restoring the data
base to a previous state, using the latest database copy.
Then all the programs, jobs, or transactions that have
executed since that last copy are rerun.
This is a very simple approach. For on-line systems,
the only requirement is that all the transactions must be
saved. For batch jobs, the input transactions are usually
still available after the job completes.
This approach is very common in non-database applica
tions. The output datasets of a job can be eliminated in
case of an error, and the job can be rerun after the pro
gram or data has been corrected. This method has advan
tages of simplicity and no need for journalizing database
changes .
However, there are two main disadvantages. First,
the time required to rerun all the transactions since the
last database copy may be unacceptable. Often, database
copies cannot be made frequently, due to their size. This
will have a big impact on recovery speed. A huge number
of jobs may have to be rerun in the event of a failure.
Another disadvantage to this approach is the sequence
of the transactions. If a database management system
operates in a single-thread mode, then the order of trans
actions can be determined by unique date/time stamps.
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This will allow transactions to be reprocessed in their
original sequence. However, if the system allows trans
actions to interweave, then it will be impossible to
duplicate the original order of the transactions. This
may cause different results when a rerun is performed,
which may be unacceptable [KING81].
These disadvantages are severe enough that the




Forward recovery involves restoring the database to a
backup copy and reposting all changes which have been made
since then. A log file must be maintained, indicating all
database updates. The reposting is done by applying all
afterimages of changed database records to the restored
database. Figure 1 describes the forward recovery pro
cess. This approach is faster than the res tore/ rerun
method. Only the database changes are redone, eliminating
the time to reprocess all the other logic contained in the
update jobs. The length of time since the last database




















In order to reduce the time required for forward
recovery, the logs can be evaluated to combine records.
The change accumulation facility of IMS/VS accomplishes
this. If a record has been changed more than once since
the last database copy, only the latest afterimage is
needed. Processing earlier updates of the same record
only wastes time.
Forward recovery is best used when the secondary
storage containing the current database has been damaged.
Backward recovery, discussed below, will not be successful
because the current database is needed. However, many
failures do not require forward recovery. If a program
terminates abnormally after updates have occurred, any
partial updates must be removed. As long as the database




Backward recovery is used to remove any effects of a
transaction which has not completed successfully. Often,
application programs are treated as one transaction. If
the program is very time-consuming, then checkpoints may
be added so that, after a certain time, all the program's
updates are committed. Thus, backout recovery is usually
used to back up to the beginning of a program, or to the
last commit point.
Backward recovery is needed only if database updates
have occurred since the program started. The before-image
of all database records which were changed must be stored
in a log. Backward recovery works by applying the before-
image to the changed record, so that the update is basi
cally undone. All the
before- images for the aborted
transaction will be processed.
The top portion of Figure 2 illustrates an applica
tion program which aborted. In this scenario, the entire
application will be treated as one transaction. The back-
out utility processes the log to undo all the updates done
by the application. At the end of this process, the con
tents of the
B"
version of the database are equivalent to
the values contained in Version A. The effects of the
application program have been erased.
-14-










START TRANSACTION PROGRAM X
RCD ID: H BEFORE: 1 AFTER: 10
: B 6 2
: M 9 5
: E 3 7
ABORT RE CORD FOR PROGRAM X









BACKOUT RECORD FOR PROGRAM X
RCD ID: H BEFORE: t P < AFTER: 1
: B 2 6
: M 5 9
: E 7 3
BACKOUT SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
Figure 2. Backward Recovery.
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Most installations use a lockout mechanism which
spans a transaction. Any changes made by a transaction
which has not completed are unavailable for use until the
transaction has successfully completed. If this lockout
procedure does not exist, backward recovery becomes more
complicated. Transaction A may have updated a record,
followed by Transaction B, which updated the same record.
If Transaction A fails, and must be backed out, Trans
action B must also be backed out. This is often referred
to as a "domino
effect."
Identifying all the records
updated by a failed transaction which were later updated
by other transactions makes the recovery procedure much
more involved. [RAND78] discusses the use of recovery
lines to determine how to backout processes involved in a
"domino
effect."
Figure 3 describes the problem encountered when
transactions can see the results of uncommitted trans
actions. Both User 1 and User 2 were concurrently up
dating the database. User 2 updated the record just
modified by User 1. When User 1 fails, the normal system
action would backout User l's updates. If this backout is
performed, the value of the database record will be re
stored to 40. and the effect of User 2's input is lost.
Therefore, User 2 must also be forced to abort, and have
his/her updates undone. The problem could have been
avoided with record locking, since User 2 could not have
















READ RECORD FOR UPDATE 40
UPDATE RECORD 40 15
READ RECORD FOR UPDATE 15
UPDATE RECORD 15 3
ABORT TRANSACTION
Figure 3. Domino Effect.
The major advantage of backward recovery is the speed
of recovery. Usually, the time since the last database
copy is long, so backouts are much faster than forward
recoveries. Backward recovery and forward recovery can
both be used to restore the database after an application
abend. Both methods restore the database to the point in
time immediately preceding that when the application
started. Usually, batch backout is preferred, since the





Recovery schemes exist to allow partial recovery of
databases. The area may be a certain key range, direct
address, dataset, track, or other identifiable unit.
The capability to restore the contents of a defective area
may save considerable time in returning service to the
users. In some systems, other portions of the database
may be processed while the damaged portion is being re
paired. Precautions must be taken so that the integrity
of the database is not affected by a partial recovery.
Support for these recoveries may be included in a database
management system. The integrity of the database is the
primary concern in all of these recovery cases.
Usually, full recoveries of database datasets are
performed which bring the database back to the most
current state. Similarly, backward recoveries are done to
backout entire transactions. Time-stamp recoveries are
different since they restore the contents of a database
dataset to the values existing before the time specified.
The indicated time may be in the middle of a transaction
or a few days in the past, depending on the rules of the
recovery utility. Time-stamp recoveries are useful for
recovering databases to a time just prior to when a
logical error occurred.
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V. TRANSACTION RECOVERY PROTOCOLS
A. LOGGING CONCEPTS
If updates are to be performed directly on the physi
cal database ( update-i n-pl ace) , the database management
system needs to record all changes that are made. A data-
set must be created containing information about changes
made to the databases. These datasets are called logs,
journals, or audit trails. The types of records written
to the journal will depend on the scope of recovery sup
ported. Logs may be used to satisfy system integrity,
recovery, auditing, and security requirements. However,
this paper analyzes logging in recovery terms only.
The purpose of the logs is to allow re-creation of
files. Each time a transaction modifies a file which is
being logged, a new log record is made. Read actions do
not need to generate any log records. However, update
actions on logged files must enter enough information in
the log so that, given the log record at a later time, the
action can be completely undone or redone. An update
action must record the following in the log: file name,
record identifier, old record value, and new record value.
The log subsystem adds other fields
to the 1 og--t ransac-
tion identifier, action identifier, timestamp, length of
log record, and pointer to
previous log record of this
transaction [BLAS81].
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One logging method only requires that the before
images of pages are written in the log [BAYE84]. If a
page which has been updated is chosen to be swapped out,
then the before-image is written to the log before writing
the changed page to the physical database. Before a
transaction is allowed to commit, all updated pages must
have their bef ore-images reflected in the log. As part of
the commit action, all changed pages are forced to the
physical database.
A major disadvantage of the before-image-only tech
nique is that the commit processing is slow. The forcing
of changes to the database creates an I/O bottleneck. The
pages are at random locations on the physical database,
making the updating slow.
Another logging concept removes the need to force
pages to the database before committing. The idea is to
write both before and after images to the log. The before
images are written when the page is updated in the buffer.
The after image is written before an updated page is
swapped out or when a commit occurs. In this approach, a
page may be updated by a number of transactions without
being written to the database. Although this saves I/O
time, the physical database can quickly become obsolete.
Restart is more complicated, since the log must be
analyzed to determine the current versions of pages if
they were not written to the
database. In addition, since
a system crash destroys the buffer, any updates not
written to the physical database must be redone.
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It is essential that the log data be reliable. If
the log datasets are destroyed, it may render the system
unrecoverable to an acceptable state. For this reason,
many systems maintain two or three identical copies of the
log tapes. The use of logs in a database recovery pro
cedure is shown in Figure 4. An image copy and logs are
common inputs to many recovery utilities and are needed to
create a consistent version of the database.
There are differences of opinion regarding the best
medium for log files. Tape is the popular choice because
it is inexpensive and most installations can rarely spare
disk space from online storage needs. Disk, on the other
hand, is much faster and usually considered more reliable
than tape. It can easily be read backward or randomly,
can be read simultaneously by more than one process, and
can be spooled to tape later.
The following options should be considered when
deciding how a system's audit trail should be organized.
Each program may have its own audit trail. This is useful
to isolate changes made by a transaction when a backout is
necessary. A cutoff time interval can exist where the log
tapes are created to cover specific time periods. The
logs may also be portioned on the
logical database level.
One audit trail may exist for all information in the data
base on a common subject. In this case, one audit trail
would have a scope of one or more datasets. Since audit
trails may be used for
other means than recovery, the
operations upon data is another way to break apart the











log, since only those operations are needed for recovery.
Other actions on the data may be kept in other logs
[BJ0R75].
In many database management systems, the page is the
unit of log information. Even though only a field or
record may be changed, the entire page is copied to the
transaction log. This is done for two reasons: simpler
restoration and better protection. If only the record or
field to be changed is logged, the restoration requires a
merge of old and new records. This merge can be complex if
records vary in size, and could create block-overflow
situations. Logging field changes are done if storage
problems are anticipated.
Transaction termination, both commit and abort, are
recorded in the log. Recovery management also makes
various notations in the log to facilitate its recovery
procedures. These records include checkpoint records
designed to bound the amount of the log which has to be
scanned during restart recovery.
The log is stored in volatile memory and in non
volatile storage. The non-volatile log may be duplexed
for reliability. The writing of log records to non
volatile storage must be carefully synchronized with
events affecting the database. Sometimes it is necessary
to force log records to the non-volatile log in order to
make some event recoverable. It is also important to con
trol the order in which log records and the corresponding
changed database pages reach the non-volatile storage.
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Log Data CI ass i f i cat i oh
One topic regarding logging is the type of objects to
be logged. [HAER83, REUT84] If some part of the physical
representation (the bit pattern) is written to the log, it
is referred to as physical logging. If the operators and
their arguments are recorded on a higher level, this is
called logical logging. Logging on the logical level
means that the INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE operators, to
gether with the record IDs and attribute values, are
written to the log. Recovery is performed by re-executing
the previously processed database commands. UNDO recovery
is much more complicated, since the reverse commands must
be derived. The amount of logged data is smaller, but
recovery is much more expensive.
If the log data reflects the state of an object be
fore or after a modification, the condition is state
logging. This results in the actual before and after
image being written to the log. In comparison, transition
logging reflects the change of one state to the logically
succeeding one.
Transition logging writes the difference
between the old and new page states to the log. The dif
ference is determined through using the exclusive or
boolean operation. If there are multiple changes applied
to the same page during one transaction, transition
logging can express these by
either successive differences
or one accumulated
difference. Transition logging lends
itself to compression, thus requiring less space for
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logging than state logging. The limitations of transition
logging come from the difficulty of constructing types
with operations that are practical to invert. It may be
difficult to know, at the time the log is written, exactly
what information will be needed to invert the operation if
a backout is necessary. Examining the log and undoing the
operations may be expensive.
Write Ahead Log Protocol
The recovery system views memory as two types:
volatile and non-volatile storage. Volatile storage does
not survive a system crash, while non-volatile storage
usually does survive.
Suppose the log records for an object are recorded in
non-volatile storage after the object is recorded in non
volatile storage. If the system crashes at such a point,
one cannot undo the update, since the log would not indi
cate that it had taken place. Similarly, if the new
object is one of a set which are committed together, and
if a media error occurs on the object, a mutually consis
tent version of the set of objects cannot be constructed
from their non-volatile versions. Analysis of these two
examples indicate that the log should be written to the
non-volatile storage before the object is written.
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The process of ensuring that recovery information is
actually written to a log dataset before performing an
operation that must be recoverable is referred to as the
Write Ahead Log Protocol. This concept is discussed in
[STRI82, GRAY80, GRAY78]. It is a key element in IMS/VS
1.3 1 oggi ng .
At system restart, a transaction may be undone or
redone. If an error in the restart occurs, the restart
may be repeated. If so, an operation may be undone or
redone more than once. Also, since the log is "ahead
of"
non-volatile storage, the first undo may apply to an
already undone (not-yet-done) change. Likewise, the first
redo may redo an already done change. This requires that
the redo and undo operations must be repeatable so that
doing the same operation more than once will produce the
same resu 1 t .
Log Compaction
Database recovery using logs often has the following
inefficiencies:
1. All the records on the log are read even though
certain record types are utilized.
2. Only a fraction of the database needs to be
recovered, but the complete log must be
reprocessed since the relevant information is
scattered throughout the log.
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3. A given record may have been updated many times,
resulting in a number of log records. All the
log records will be read and reapplied to the
database even though later afterimages will
overwrite earlier ones during recovery.
A bit-map technique [KAUN84] can produce a compacted,
unsorted version of the log which contains only recovery
information, that is, the latest afterimage of records
updated during the time period. Compaction is directed by
a bitmap, where each bit represents a physical database
record or page. The algorithm requires that the log be
read backwards after the bit map has initially been
cleared. Suppose a database must be restored to its
current state from the most recent backup. In this case,
only afterimages need to be examined. If the bit corres
ponding to the database record is clear, then the after
image is copied to the new log and the bit in the bitmap
is set. If the corresponding bit in the bitmap is already
set, the afterimage is ignored.
Compaction brings sig
nificant improvements in situations where the ratio of
irrelevant to relevant record types is high.
Undo Actions
During normal operation,
modified pages are written
to disk by some replacement
algorithm. Whether a page is
swapped in or out is usually based solely on buffer
management. In general, even dirty data (pages modified
-27-
by uncommitted transactions) may be written to the physi
cal database. If a transaction is aborted, an UNDO action
must remove all effects of the transaction from the data
base. This is done by applying the bef ore-images stored
in the log to any pages updated in the physical database
and the buffer.
The buffer manager may be prevented from writing
uncommitted pages to the physical database. In this case,
the UNDO protocol only needs to be concerned with fixing
main storage. However, very large database buffers would
be required for long batch update transactions, making
this scheme incompatible with existing systems.
Redo Actions
As soon as a transaction commits, all of its results
must survive any subsequent failure (the durability
property). Committed updates which had not yet been
written to the physical database would be lost in a system
crash. In this case, the after-image of the record would
be applied to the physical database record. To avoid the
need for REDO, all modified pages may be forced to non
volatile storage when a transaction commits. Refer to





























*UND0 Recreates Old State From New State Using Before-image Log Records.
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B. SHADOW FILES
The fundamental idea of shadows is not to do in-place
updating, but rather to keep two copies of an object being
updated while the transaction is still active. When the
object is changed, the old version is kept as the shadow
copy, and the modified object will be used during the
remainder of the transaction. When a commit occurs, the
shadow copy is replaced by the updated copy.
The model of the shadow mechanism presented in
[AGRA85b, AGRA85c] requires a shadow page-table which
contains the physical addresses of the data pages in the
file. When a transaction updates a data page, a new disk
block is obtained for the updated copy, and its physical
address is recorded in an incremental current page-table
for the transaction. Any future retrievals and updates
affect only the current version of a file and never alter
the shadow version. At commit time, the shadow page-table
is carefully updated, using the current
page-table.
Recovery using shadow pages is straightforward. The
data pages created due to updates by the transaction are
freed. The current page-table is discarded, with the
result that the shadow page-table contains the mapping to
the pages. Figure 6 illustrates the differences between
the current and shadow page tables.
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CURREMT PAGE TABLE DISK DATABASE
Current Page Table Points to the Most Recently Updated Pages.
SHADOW PAGE TABLE DISK DATABASE
Shadow Page Table Only Points to Pages Updated by Committed
Transactions.
Assume that a transaction is currently executing. Pages A and
C were modified. The current page table will reflect the new
pages, while the shadow page table points to the old pages
until a commit occurs.
Figure 6. Shadow Pages.
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The shadow concept does not appear to be advantageous
for large files [BLAS81], due to the large amount of disk
space needed for the shadow pages. In addition, the logic
needed to find a requested page becomes more complicated.
Often, more disk seeks are required in order to obtain a
page, since the page location moves when it is first
updated .
[AGRA85c] suggests two approaches that can be used to
improve the performance of the shadow recovery mechanism:
1. reduce the penalty of indirection through the
page table to access pages, and
2. avoid indirection altogether.
The first suggestion, reducing the penalty of indi
rection, may be done by keeping page tables on one or more
page-table disks with separate page-table processors. If
accesses are uniformly distributed across the page-table
processors, the processors may work in parallel to reduce
the indirection problem.
One technique to avoid indirection altogether is to
alternately use two physically adjacent blocks on a disk
to hold the original (shadow) and updated (current) copies
of data pages and retrieve both copies in response to a
read request. A version selection algorithm is used to
determine the current copy. A timestamp may be stored
with each page to indicate the page version. The cost of
retrieving two versions of a page
is likely to be less
than the cost to perform the mapping function of the page
table to obtain only the current copy.
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The existence of shadow files can also be used to
increase parallelism in database systems [BAYE80].
Usually, an update job gets an exclusive lock on any
objects it modifies. This means that any job just wishing
to read the same object is prevented from doing so. How
ever, since shadows create two values for each updated
object, the old (shadow) value could be used by any read
job.
Another advantage of shadow files, which also applies
to differential files (discussed below), is that there is
always a way back to the old state. Propagation of an
arbitrary set of pages can be made uni nte rrupt abl e by
system crashes. In comparison, update-i n-pl ace strategies




Under the differential file scheme, a sequential file
is used to store an identified and dated copy of each new
or changed database page or record segment at the time
that it is modified. With this file, transaction re
processing is not required in recovery procedures. Once
the latest dump is restored, the differential file is
applied. The log is sorted by identifier and date, and
the latest version of each modified record is selected and
written directly to the database. Figure 7 demonstrates
the use of differential files.
For large databases with moderate or naturally con
centrated update activity, differential files offer an
alternative strategy for reducing backup and recovery
costs. A differential file isolates a database from the
physical change by directing all new and modified records
onto a separate and relatively small file of changes.
Since the main database is never changed, it can always be
recovered quickly from its dump in the event of a loss.
Transaction reprocessing is required only in the event of











Figure 7. Differential Files.
There are different possible access strategies de
pending on how the data is indexed. If both the differen
tial file and the database are accessed through a common
index, one search through the common index will indicate
what file and point to the correct record. If the files
have separate indexes, the differential file is always
searched first. If the record is not found, the data is
retrieved from the main database. The most recent entry
for a given record in the differential file must always be
retrieved.
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Lohman and Severance [L0HM76] describe these record-
accessing techniques, and also a revised technique to
reduce the number of unsuccessful searches in the differ
ential file. A hashing function is presented to implement
it. A small, associative memory, in the form of a bit map
accessed by the hashing scheme, is checked to see if the
bits for a record are set or not before accessing that
record. If the bits are set, the record is probably, but
not definitely, in the differential file. A filtering
error occurs when the bit map suggests wrongly that the
record is in the differential file. The probability of a
filtering error at a point in time is a function of the
number of main database records which have been changed
and the proportion of bits in the bit map which are turned
on. The hashing function maps the record address onto a
number of bits in the bit map. The bits for a particular
record may be set because each of them occurs in at least
one set of bits associated with another record in the
differential file.
A number of advantages are described in [L0HM76].
Backup costs, recovery time, and chances of serious data
loss are reduced. Software can be simplified since the
main database is read-only- The differential file tech
nique makes incremental dumping very easy to implement.
Another advantage claimed is the possibility of performing
queries which do not need the exact values of all files;
such queries access a suitable (current) view of the data
without locking out the update transactions.
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The disadvantages of the approach using differential
files are [L0RI77]:
--An access to a data element appears slow: if the
element is not among the modifications when the
differential file is searched, the desired element
must be retrieved from the database.
--Eventually, a merge of the changes in the differ
ential file and the main database will be needed,
and this operation may be time-consuming. This may
be a big problem if the system needs to be avail
able without interruption.
--An update can affect an element which has already
been modified. The organization of the differen
tial file must account for this.
The idea of breaking a differential file into two
files is presented in [AGRA85cJ. One dataset will contain
additions to the main file; the other dataset contains
deletions. In this scheme, a database consists of the
following view: the Base read-only portion combined with
the Addition Differential file, and eliminating all
records in the Deletion Differential file. The major cost
overhead of this approach consists of the I/O cost of
reading extra pages from two
differential files and the
extra CPU time needed to retrieve the records.
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D. CHECKPOINTING
The purpose of checkpoints is to reduce the amount of
log which must be scanned and the number of pages which
must be fetched during restart. This must be balanced
against the cost of taking frequent checkpoints. Whether
checkpoint information is written in the log or elsewhere
depends on specific implementations. Generating a check
point involves three steps [GRAY78]:
1. Write a BEGIN-CHECKPOINT record to the log.
2. Write checkpoint information to the log and/or
database. Four different criteria, introduced
in [HAER83], can be used to decide when to start
checkpoint activities.
3. Write an END-CHECKPOINT record to the log.
During restart, if the END-CHECKPOINT record is
not found, the checkpoint is considered to have
failed. The checkpoint record contains a list
of active transactions and indicates whether or
not any pages remained in the buffer pool.
Transaction-Oriented Checkpoints
One buffer-handling technique forces all modified
database pages to be written to non-volatile storage be
fore a transaction is allowed to end. In this scenario.
the end of every transaction can be
considered as a check
point, since the forcing of pages to
disk limits the scope
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of a REDO. Figure 8 illustrates transaction-oriented
checkpoints. In this scenario, no REDO is necessary for
completed transactions. When recovering from the crash in
Figure 8, 1^ and T3 are not affected. T2 will have to
be
rolled back and resubmitted, since it had not yet com
mitted. The major drawback of this approach is that
hot-
spot pages will be propagated each time they are modified
by a transaction, even though they remain in the buffer
for a long time. The cost factor of unnecessary write
operations performed by forcing changes to non-volatile
storage before a commit can be very high for large data
base buffers. For systems supporting large applications,

















This form of checkpointing ensures that
the physical
database will contain modifications of only
completed
transactions at the time of the checkpoint. As denoted
in
Figure 9. when the recovery component signals
the check
point generation, all incoming transactions are suspended,
and all active transactions must be allowed to
complete.
New transactions will be delayed until the
checkpoint is
completed. Checkpointing involves writing all
modified
buffer pages to the physical database and writing
a check
point record to the log. When the
checkpoint has been
taken, a logically consistent
state of the database has


















Th e transaction-consistent approach is often un
acceptable for large databases with high availability
requirements. First, quiescing the system until no update
transaction is active may cause an intolerable delay for
incoming transactions. In addition, checkpoint costs will
be high in the case of large buffers where many changed
pages have accumulated, which makes the propagation time
long. However, for small applications which can set aside
time for these checkpoints, this scheme can be very
useful .
Action-Consistent Checkpoints
Each transaction is considered a sequence of smaller
actions affecting the database- Action-consistent check
points can be generated when no update action is being
processed. The checkpoint itself is generated in the same
way as was described for the
transaction-consistent
technique. Figure 10 points out the action-consistent
approach, and illustrates how the total delay for all
transactions becomes considerably less when compared with
transact ion-consistent checkpoints.
This technique is used in System R [BLAS81] and does
not seem to adversely affect
system availability. The
transaction-consistent checkpoint approach creates a point
where the database represents only
committed transac
tions-no REDO is necessary. However, restoring to an
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Figure 10. Action-Consistent Checkpoints.
Fuzzy Checkpoints
In order to further reduce checkpoint costs, propa
gation activity at checkpoint time has to be avoided when
ever possible. Instead of writing the changed pages to
disk, information about the buffer occupation is written
to the log file. The information is used to determine
which pages containing committed data were actually in the
buffer at the moment of the crash. However, for fre
quently used pages, REDO information may be found very far
back i n the 1 og .
In the checkpoint approach presented in [GALT79], the
numbers of all pages (with an update indicator) currently
in the buffer are written to the log file. If there are
no hot spot pages, nothing else is done. However, if a
modified page is found at two subsequent checkpoints with
out having been forced to disk, it will be propagated
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VI. SYSTEM FAILURE
System failures interrupt the transactions currently
in progress, but the physical database is intact. Basi
cally, two sets of transactions must be identified.
Transactions which were being executed cannot continue, so
they must be undone. Other transactions which had com
mitted may have updated the database in main storage only.
These transactions must be redone in order for the
physical database to contain the changed pages.
Checkpoints are crucial in determining what trans
actions must be undone or redone. Most checkpoint methods
force changed database pages from the buffer to disk,
write checkpoint records on the log, and create a list of
all transactions being executed during the checkpoint
[DATE86].
The following example will illustrate how the undo
and redo lists are generated based on checkpoint infor





Figure 11. Transaction States After System Failure.
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Five possible states of transactions are shown:
1. T^ began and ended before the checkpoint.
2. T2 began before the checkpoint and ended before
the crash .
3. T^ began after the checkpoint and ended before
the crash.
4. T^ began before the checkpoint, but no commit
record appears on the log, since it never ended.
5. T,- began after the checkpoint and never ended.
Transaction T, started and finished before the check
point. This implies that its updates are reflected in the
database and no action is necessary. Transactions Tp and
T3 finished after the checkpoint so their changes may not
have propagated to the database. For this case, T and T.,
must be redone, although T~ only needs to be redone since
the checkpoint. Conversely, T4 and T5
must be undone
since they did not complete successfully before the crash.
If only complete transactions
are allowed to update the
physical database, then T4 and T5 are already
undone. If
the checkpointing scheme
forces pages to disk, then T4
must be undone since the checkpoint.
The specific algorithm to decide how to
treat each
transaction type depends on the checkpoint
and propagation
strategies in the database system. However, a general
algorithm follows [DATE86].
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1. Begin with a REDO and an UNDO list. The UNDO
list should contain all active transactions at
the time of the checkpoint. The REDO list is
initially empty. Search forward in the log.
2. If a "start
transaction"
record is found, put
the transaction in the UNDO list.
3. If a "commit
transaction"
record is detected,
move the transaction from the UNDO list to the
REDO list.
Note that the first transaction, T. , would not have
been noticed at all in this application. Transactions T?
and T- are the REDO list and Transactions T. and Tr are in
the UNDO list.
After the analysis is complete, the restart logic
reads the log backwards from the checkpoint, undoing all
actions of transactions in the UNDO list. Then the log is
read forward to redo all actions of the REDO list. Once
this is done, a new checkpoint is taken so that this re
start work will not have to be repeated.
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VII. MEDIA FAILURE
In the event of a failure which causes a loss of disk
storage integrity, it must be possible to continue with a
minimum amount of lost work. Forward recovery techniques,
discussed earlier, are appropriate to recreate a complete
version of the database. The idea is to reload the data
base from an archive copy and reapply all updates since
the copy was made.
Media recovery is simplified if the archive log does
not contain records for updates which were undone because
the transaction was aborted. A forward-only log can be
created containing only relevant log records.
Media recovery for a single page or isolated set of
pages is an option, without needlessly recovering the
entire database [GALT79], First the page is locked ex
clusively to prevent transactions from accessing the page
while it is being recovered. Next, the page is restored
from the most recent image copy. All the logs for this
database are now read and scanned for occurrences of the
affected page(s). It is extremely important that the logs
are read in chronological order. Whenever a change to one
of the pages is found, the page is modified in the data
base. Logic must exist to ensure that only committed
changes are applied. All aborted updates are skipped
during media recovery.
When all the logs have processed,
the damaged page has been brought up
to its most recent
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transaction consistent state. To complete this recovery,
the page is written to non-volatile storage and the lock
is removed.
Systems may include recovery utilities which can
specify damaged areas other than pages. For example,
recovery could be limited to a certain key range or track.
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VIII. RECOVERY IN DISTRIBUTED DATABASES
A. DESCRIPTION OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
A distributed database is stored by several computers
in a network, and is scattered on multiple storage de
vices. A communication facility manages the information
flowing between the different systems. An important
aspect of a distributed system is that the database should
be viewed the same by all users at the various locations.
Even though parts of the database may be stored at
separate locations, the database should appear logically
central i zed .
Each site of the distributed database may have its
own recovery facility to assist in restoring
database
integrity in the event of a failure. However,
if failures
occur at one site, other sites may
also be affected. The
different locations need to communicate
when a failure




One important property of many
distributed databases
is the replication of
data. This improves the avail
ability of data
and reduces
traffic on the communication
network, resulting
in better service for the
customer. In
addition, the
workload of heavily accessed files
can be
reduced. Reliability increases,
since each site usually
stores its own backup copy, resulting




replication does make update and recovery
strategies more
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Management of multi-site transactions is as follows.
Once a transaction has been initiated, it can access the
local database and also migrate to other sites to pursue
remote data. The local database manager creates a work
request whenever access to a remote database is desired.
The remote database system will perform the requested
actions of the work request and send the results back to
the original site. The work request and resulting mes
sages carry overhead information used to coordinate
multi-site transactions and detect site failures.
Certain applications require full-time operation of
the computer system. Examples include airline reserva
tions and automatic bank tellers. Communication failures
in a distributed database system can cause network parti
tions. These partitions prevent access to certain data
bases or other outside information which is needed.
Certain systems cannot be held up waiting for the problem
to be identified and corrected. In these instances,
processing must continue without a major impact on the
business. In the case of replicated databases, continued
processing may cause the copies
of the database to
diverge. In all instances, the databases must be brought
up to a consistent state once
communications resume.
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Most distributed database systems restrict the opera
tions which are allowed during a network partition. The
restrictions prevent different users from updating differ
ent copies of replicated databases at the same time. Some
systems just allow read-only access. Updates could be
permitted only if the majority of the database copies are
available. Various approaches are outlined in a later
section on replicated data.
Figure 12 illustrates a distributed system. Communi
cation failures have isolated Site A from the other areas.
As a result, many questions and concerns must be ad








Figure 12. Distributed Environment
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cannot receive their messages? Can the other sites
determine that Site A is only isolated, or must they treat
that site as if it had crashed? Since the item database
is replicated, which sites, if any, should be allowed to
update it? If updates are permitted, how will other sites
update their copies? How do you treat transactions at
other sites that need to access data at Site A? These




An intention list contains all the commands necessary
to complete the update actions of a transaction [VERH78].
In comparison with log techniques, intention lists contain
operations not yet performed, whereas logs record com
pleted database updates (although, with write-ahead logic,
the log may be written to before the update). Intention
lists are useful in distributed networks when a coordi
nator of a transaction must send update activities to
other participating sites. A site in the network may
receive an inter. tion list, containing all updates for a
transaction which correspond to data held at that loca
tion. Once the intention list has been processed success
fully, it is del eted .
If the system crashes before the intention list has
been completely created, the transaction has not finished
and no updates have taken place. In this case, the trans
action will have to be aborted at recovery time. If the
intention lists were received and carried out by all par
ticipating sites, the lists should not exist anymore,
indicating that the transaction has completed and could be
committed. However, if an intention list still exists at
a participating site, the
transaction has not yet com
pleted and the recovery procedure must carry out the
actions of the intention list. Intention lists must be
stored on non-volatile storage so that they will not be
lost during a site failure. Intention
lists are written
so that they may be re-executed from the beginning if an
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C. STRATEGIES FOR HANDLING BLOCKED TRANSACTIONS
Transactions usually represent a user's task.
Sub-
transactions are atomic actions which are initiated by the
original transaction. The subt ransacti on is processed at
just one site, which may be a different site than the one
for the transaction. Because of the
transaction/sub-
transaction concept, failures at one site of a distributed
system can indirectly affect remote locations. If a crash
stops one subtransaction, the entire transaction is af
fected. Other subt ransacti ons may be able to continue,
but eventually the whole transaction will be blocked.
There are two strategies, which are discussed in [WALT80],
to handle the recovery of blocked transactions.
The first strategy consists of making the
transaction
wait until the recovery completes. This wait strategy
is
involved since processing at both the local
and remote
sites is eligible to stop. In addition, all
resources
held by the waiting transactions
remain locked up during
the recovery period. In essence,
all transactions re
questing the same
resources are also adversely affected.
The cost of waiting consists of the
price for holding cer
tain resources during the recovery.
This cost increases
as the recovery time
increases. Hence, the wait strategy
seems to be appropriate for
short term failures.
On the other hand, by using the
backout strategy, all
blocked transactions are
rolled back and other transac
tions are able to use the
released resources. The backout
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strategy incurs its cost by undoing the effects of non-
committed transactions and restarting them. This expense
includes the time to back-out, the time to restart and
again reach the point where the crash occurred, and the
time to send coordinating messages to other sites. The
backout strategy is most suited for failures of longer
duration, where other transactions could make good use of
the released resources during recovery.
The choice of what strategy is best depends on the
expected length of the recovery process. Based on the
observation that the wait strategy seems to be cheaper for
short-time failures while the back-out strategy is cheaper
for long-time failures, an algorithm for selecting the
least costly strategy for each transaction is proposed in
[WALT80].
The algorithm first identifies all affected trans
actions. The number of remote sites involved is deter
mined and the restructuring overhead for sending messages
around the network to coordinate restructuring is com
puted. If this restructuring time is greater than or
equal to the expected recovery time, the wait strategy is
selected. If not, the restructuring time is added to the
backout time and restart time. If the sum is greater than
or equal to the recovery time, the waiting strategy is
selected. Otherwise, the backout strategy should be used.
Determining the recovery time ahead
can make this
algorithm difficult to implement.
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In the case of a media failure, the selection of the
best strategy is done by the affected site. In failures
where the site actually crashed, another protocol is
needed. First, all other sites must recognize this crash.
At this point, transactions exist where the originating
site is up and also where the originating site is down.
One site must be designated as the coordinator to deter
mine the affected transactions and to proceed with an
al gori thm.
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D. TWO-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL
A major concern in distributed database systems is
that all sites must commit a transaction or else all sites
must abort a transaction. When a transaction has been
processed by multiple sites, the networkwide commit must
be coordinated.
The two-phase commit protocol, described in [GRAY78,
GALT79, K0HL81] requires a commit coordinator which has a
communication path to all participants. The commit
coordinator notifies the participants that a commit is
being attempted. Each participant will either indicate
that it must abort or that it can commit. Before the
participant sends its answer to the coordinator, it must
prepare to either abort or commit by recording recovery
information on the log.
If any participant answers that it must abort, the
coordinator sends the abort decision to all participants,
which causes the transaction to be backed out by everyone.
It may be, therefore, that a site which voted to commit
would have to abort the transaction. However, if all
participants are prepared to commit, the coordinator sends
a commit response to all participants, allowing them to
commit the transaction.
Two variations of the two-phase commit concept will
be describedthe linear two-phase protocol and the
centralized two-phase protocol.
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Linear Two-Phase Commit Protocol
This version of the two-phase commit requires that
the sites of a mult i -site transction are placed in a
linear order. Each participant knows who is the next par
ticipant in the sequence, and also the last participant
realizes that he is last. While the transaction is being
processed, the origin site keeps track of all work
re
quests. Once all work has been completed, the origin site
will have a complete list of all sites used by the trans
action. At this point, the origin site will initiate
the
commit process. The commit message will propagate down
the sites in the linear order. As each site receives
the
message, it prepares to commit
and then notifies the next
site in the list by passing on the message.
When the last
site is notified to prepare, it can also
make the commit
decision and pass the decision back to
its predecessor.
As each site is notified to commit,
it does commit and
also sends the message along.
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The following diagram presents a picture of a suc
cessful linear protocol. An unsuccessful commit is basi




















Figure 13. Linear Two-Phase Commit
To begin, the site of origin becomes recoverable so
that it is ready to commit. The identifiers of all
sub-
transactions which are part of the transaction being con
sidered are written to non-volatile storage. The origin
site sends a "prepare to
commit"
message to the next site
in the list of sites used. The "prepare to
commit"
mes
sage contains the transaction identifier and the sites
used list.
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Any site which receives a "prepare to
commit"
message
must check whether the transaction is active at the site.
If the transaction has terminated or cannot be found, an
abort message is returned to the sender. Otherwise, the
receiver enters the ready-to-commit state by forcing its
recovery data to non-volatile storage and sends the "pre
pare to
commit"
message to the next site. The last site
in the used sites list is designated as the commit coor
dinator. This site decides whether to commit or abort
based on responses from the other sites. If the trans
action is active at the last site and all other sites
voted to commit, the last site will bypass the ready-
to-commit state and force a commit record to non-volatile
storage. Once committed, the coordinator can release the
local locks and resources held by the transaction.
After committing, the last site sends a commit
message to the predecessor on the used sites list. This
causes the predecessor to commit. Once the commit record
is written to the log, an acknowledgement is sent to the
successor and the commit message continues to propagate
backwards through the used sites list. When an acknowl
edgement is received, the commit process is finished for
that site. If it is not received, the commit message is
resent. Once the site of origin receives the commit, the
transaction has been successfully completed.
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Centralized Two-Phase Commit Protocol




messages along the used site list, a single site
can send all the messages, as illustrated in the diagram
on the following page. The site of origin is usually
assigned as the coordinator. The coordinator sends a
message to all participating sites asking if they are
ready to commit the transaction. It also activates a
timeout, which will force the transaction to be aborted if
any sites do not respond. A site will answer as ready to
commit only after the subt ransaction
'
s log records are
written to non-volatile storage. If the transaction
cannot commit, an abort message is returned to the
coordinator.
If all sites answer that they are ready to commit,
the coordinator will decide to commit the transaction.
However, if one or more sites answer with an abort
message, or if the timeout expires, the coordinator will
decide to abort the transaction. At this point, phase one
of the commit process is finished, resulting in a common
decision.
The second phase involves the carrying out of the
decision. The coordinator writes the decision in the log
and then sends the decision to all participating sites.
The sites write the message in their logs, execute it, and
send an acknowledgement back to the origin site. When the
coordinator receives all the acknowledgements, the trans



















Figure 14. Centralized Two-Phase Commit
Comparison of Linear And Centralized Protocols
The linear commit protocol always requires fewer mes
sages. This implies that a system which has a high mes
sage send-receive cost may benefit from this technique.
There is no need for a broadcast mechanism, but the need
for concurrency during protocol execution must be low.
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The centralized commit protocol requires fewer
message delays when three or more sites are involved.
Broadcast should be the normal mode of interprocess com
munication. Also, the parallelism is a desirable feature
in comparison to the linear commit protocol, which only
has one active process at a time during commit processing.
The system can choose which protocol to use for commit
processing based on the number of sites involved. The
centralized approach would be used for a large number of
sites .
Failures During the Two-Phase Protocol
A failure can occur at any time during the two-phase
commit procedure. The two-phase commit process can re
cover from all failures as long as the log information is
available. If the coordinator site fails, the log records
will indicate what phase the commit process was in at the
time of the failure. If the coordinator crashed before
the commit/abort record was recorded in the log, the coor
dinator was at phase one. After recovery, the coordinator
must again ask the sites if they are ready to commit. If
the log holds a commit or abort record,
but no transaction
complete message, the coordinator
must resend its decision
to all participants.
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Another possibility is for a participant other than
the site of origin to fail. If the participant crashes in
phase one, the entire transaction will be aborted, since
the coordinator will not receive a reply during the time
out interval. If a participant crashes in phase two. the
coordinator must be prompted to retransmit its decision
once the failed site recovers. If the coordinator also
fails, another site could send the coordinator's decision.
As long as one site in the group of used sites receives
the decision, the transaction can complete.
When a message from the coordinator is lost, it will
not receive an answer from a participant. Once the time
out expires, the transaction will be aborted. If the par
ticipating sites are expecting the decision, they should
have a shorter timeout to cause the repetition of a mes
sage to be requested. This prevents a transaction from
being aborted, after the coordinator has decided to
commit, due to the loss of a message.
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E. THREE-PHASE COMMIT PROTOCOL
The two-phase commit algorithm can cause a serious
problem. Suppose the coordinator notifies the partici
pants of the commit attempt, the answers are sent back to
the coordinator, and then the coordinator fails. Since
the participants have not been told whether the trans
action should be committed or aborted, they must wait for
the coordinator to recover. This implies that all the
locks held by the transaction cannot be released until the
coordinator recovers. If the coordinator is supervising a
large number of transactions, major portions of the data
base may be locked and unavailable until the coordinator
recovers .
This problem can be avoided if the coordinator sends
backup information to other nodes. If the coordinator
fails, one of its backups can take over its function.
Each backup node maintains a commit list of all trans
actions attempting a commit.
The three-phase commit [BERN83] begins by sending the
commit message to the participants and waiting for their
responses .
Next, a precommit message is
sent to each backup
node. The backup node adds the
transaction to its copy of
the commit list and then sends an
acknowledgement back to
the coordinator. Once all the
acknowledgements are re
ceived, the
coordinator's commit decision is sent to all
the participants. Essentially,
the three-phase protocol
is the same as the two-phase
protocol with the addition of
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Under this protocol, failures of a backup node may be
ignored if the number of backups is still acceptable.
Otherwise, a new backup may be assigned to replace the old
one.
If the coordinator fails, one of the backups will be
appointed as a replacement. All the backups will send
their copy of the commit list to the new coordinator. The
new coordinator takes the union of those copies and dis
tributes the result to the other backups. This becomes
everyone's copy of the commit list, which now ensures that
if at least one of the precommit messages reached a backup
node, the transaction can be committed. The new coordi
nator will notify the other nodes of its new role. If a
participant wants to know what happened to a particular
transaction, it will ask the new coordinator. If the
transaction is in the commit list, the transaction should
be committed; otherwise, the participant is told to abort
the transaction.
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F. CHECKPOINTS IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS
The goal of checkpointing in database systems is to
obtain a consistent state of the database for use in re
covery. Since checkpointing is performed while the system
is functioning normally, the overhead and interference
caused must be kept to a minimum.
Distributed checkpointing can be classified into
categories based on the amount of coordination needed
among the sites. Fully synchronized checkpoints are
transaction-consistent and require that no update trans
actions are processed at any site while a checkpoint is
taken. Loosely synchronized checkpoints require all sites
to take a local checkpoint within the same specified
interval of time. Nonsynchroni zed checkpoints [DADA80]
incur no costs for the synchronization of global check
points. However, recovery gets more complicated, since
the consistent global state must be created based on local
logfile information. This consistent database state does
not exist until the database reconstruction process builds
it.
A checkpointing scheme
presented in [AGRA85a] creates
a global consistent state while
transactions continue to
be processed. The approach consists
of two types of pro




First, the coordinator broadcasts a checkpoint re
quest message, which is accompanied by the current clock
time. Each local site receives the message and calculates
its own local checkpoint number. The local site incre
ments its internal clock by one and then compares the
resulting time with the coordinator's clocktime. The
latest time becomes the local site's new clocktime, and
also the local checkpoint number. The coordinator is sent
all the local checkpoint numbers, and chooses the largest
number as the global checkpoint number. The above steps
complete the first phase of this checkpointing scheme.
Once the local sites return their local checkpoint
number, all new transactions are marked as temporary,
after-checkpoint transactions. If those transactions
desire update capabilities, a new version of the data is
created, avoiding updates of the actual data. When these
temporary transactions commit, updated data objects are
not stored in the database as usual, but are maintained as
"committed temporary
versions"
of data objects. The data
manager of each site maintains the permanent and temporary
versions of the data. When a read request is made for
data which has committed temporary versions, the value of
the latest committed temporary version is returned. When
a write request is made for a data item with committed
temporary versions, the old
version is not overwritten.
Instead, a new committed temporary
version is created.
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Once a global checkpoint number is known by a local
site, all temporary transactions which were initiated be
fore the global checkpoint time are written to the actual
database. This step ensures that the checkpoint is trans
action-consistent for all sites based on the same time
frame. Transactions started after the global checkpoint
number are not included in the current checkpoint. After
all the transactions which started before the global
checkpoint time actually complete and are updated in the
database, the checkpoint is taken by dumping data. Trans
actions may still execute, but they only affect the tempo
rary database, not the permanent database. After the
dumping operation is finished, all the committed temporary
versions are stored on the actual database.
This checkpoint scheme does generate globally con
sistent checkpoints. It does not affect the processing
of
transactions, since none are delayed or
aborted due to the
checkpoint. This approach does require more
storage for
the transactions which arrive after
the local and global
checkpoint times are established. The resulting
database
copy will be easy
to use in reconstructing a consistent
copy.
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G. DETECTING NODE AND COMMUNICATION LINK FAILURES
The function of detecting failures among network
nodes is usually handled at a lower level in the recovery
protocol than the function of transaction recovery. The
higher level modules in the recovery mechanism are not
involved with the delivery of individual messages or
time-outs. An important part of a node failure protocol
is that the operating nodes must agree on the
status of
down nodes. The status information must be accurate and
consistent even during multiple failures. If not, re
covery will only be initiated at
some nodes.
The node failure protocol presented in [BRUS85] can
be separated into two protocols: a
Node-Down Protocol
executed when a node crashes, and a Node-Up Protocol
(NUP), executed when a node rejoins
the network. The
Node-Down Protocol must function despite
multiple failures
of network nodes or
communication links. This is accom
plished through redundancy to
overcome lost messages. The
protocol may be either
centralized or decentralized. A
centralized protocol
appoints one specific node
as the
leader to coordinate messages among





between nodes. In comparison, a cen
tralized protocol uses










Failures of nodes and links are detected by an ac
knowledgment/retry scheme. If a message has been sent to
another node, the receiving node must reply within a cer
tain time limit. If no response is received, the message
is resent. After repeating the message a predetermined
number of times, the node is assumed to be down or iso
lated from the sending node, and appropriate node-down
steps are taken.
When a node is flagged as down, a node-down message
is sent to all other network nodes. Each node receiving
this message also begins the node-down protocol. The
immediate result is that the network is flooded with
messages as each node notifies all other nodes. This
redundancy ensures that all nodes are notified of the
failure. The node-down messages consist of a notify and
acknowledgement. All information about the bad node is
sent in the notify message. The reply is used only to
ensure that the other node is up and has received the
message.
The concurrent execution of the node-down protocol by
each node ensures that every node in the network will be
notified about the failure of a node, even if another node
fails. If a node determines that it is unable to communi
cate with another node during execution of the node-down
protocol, that information
is stored. After the protocol
for the first failed node is completed,
the node-down pro:
tocol will be initiated for the second isolated node. The
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node-down protocol is started only if a node's status
changes from up to down. Once a node is flagged as down,
only subsequent node-down notifications are replied to.
No other action is taken, since the message is redundant.
When a node goes down, the higher level modules which
perform transaction recovery are also notified, so that
the data integrity will be preserved.
The node-up protocol is usually centralized. When a
node changes status from down to up, a message is sent to
all other network nodes. The node-up protocol is per
formed one at a time by each node to avoid wasting work if
the node crashes again. This is a different approach than
the node-down protocol, where all nodes execute that pro
tocol simultaneously. Each node maintains a table which
indicates the status of the other nodes. Upon receipt of
a node-up message, the entry is updated in the table to
indicate the availability of the node.
Realistically, the node-down and node-up protocols
are more complex, since both protocols may be executing at
the same time for the same node. Suppose the following
situation occurs. Node A is trying to send a message to
Node B. However, Node B does not respond after successive
tries, causing Node A to time out. Therefore, Node
A
recognizes Node B as a failed node and begins the
node-
down protocol. In the midst of accomplishing the proto
col, Node B is revived,
and sends a message to Node C.
Node C may receive both
node-down and node-up messages for
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Node B, and Node B's status is not clear. The messages
sent must indicate which information is more accurate.
Version numbers can be carried with the messages.
Each node will have its own version number associated with
it. All nodes start out at Version 1. Every time a node
recovers from a failure, its version number is incre
mented. For example, if a node is at Version 3, it has
crashed two times since the version number was set. Every
node stores the current version number of all nodes in its
status table. The status tables must be stored where they
will survive in a system crash.
For the node-down protocol, the messages sent will
contain the version number of the failed node. A node re
ceiving the message will compare the version number sent
to the version number stored in its status table. If the
incoming version is less than the stored version, the
message is ignored due to obsolescence. Otherwise, the
node-down protocol is executed.
The node-up protocol also sends messages
which con
tain the version number for the node that has just come
up. If Node A receives a node-up message for Version 3 of
a node, but has not
received a node-down message for
Version 2, Node A concludes that the node
crashed and came
up without Node A being
informed. In this instance,
Node A will initiate the node-down
protocol for Version 2





A file may be made inaccessible to portions of a
distributed system due to site failures or network par
titions. These cases have different implications. During
site failures, the failed site is inoperative, which im
plies that no updates are done to data stored at that
site. Therefore, site failures are easier to handle re
garding replicated data consistency than partitions. When
the failed site recovers, it must obtain all updates done
by other sites during the failure, and apply them to its
own copies of the data. The integration needed only
requires input in one direction from the operating sites
to the recovering sites. In comparison, during a network
partition, updates may be performed to replicated data
existing in the separate partitions, without any way to
communicate those updates to the copies at other sites.
In this case, when the network finally becomes connected,
the updates processed at both sites must be combined in
some manner so that the updates done in all partitions are
either reflected or rejected in all copies of the data, to
preserve data integrity and consistency.
The voting proposal [CH0W83] for handling partitions
requires a majority agreement
between sites to allow a
file to be locked for updating. Obviously, at most one
partition can contain the majority of sites, so a file can
be available in no more than one partition.
In addition,
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it is possible that no partition will contain a majority
of sites, which would not allow any updates to occur to
that data. This scheme insures mutual consistency, but
there is a risk of poor availability if partitions are
frequent and compounding.
Another technique for dealing with partitions is the
token concept [AGRA86]. A specific scheme is described
later, but a brief outline is given here. Each file may
have a token assigned to it which allows the bearer to
update the file. If no token copies exist in a particular
partition, that file cannot be updated. Implementations
may allow every file to contain a token, or a limited
number of tokens to be available.
The primary site approach relies on one specific site
to coordinate a file's activities. If a partition occurs
in which the primary site becomes inaccessible, the file
may become unavailable in all partitions but the one con
taining the primary site. A preferred but more compli
cated approach involves appointing a backup site as the
new primary site. This introduces
potential consistency
problems which would need to be resolved when the parti
tions rejoin. Distributed INGRES [ST0N79] is based on the
primary site model. In
its implementation, a primary copy
can exist only if a majority
of all copies are at sites
which are currently up.
Optimistic protocols allow transactions to
process
without any restrictions during
partition failures. Most
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other protocols avoid conflicting transactions which en
danger consistency by limiting availability of replicated
data. Those limitations can severely degrade performance
to an unacceptable degree. On the other hand, one opti
mistic approach [DAVI84] attempts to process all trans
actions. However, commitment is postponed until recovery
is complete. Conflicting transactions will be backed out
at that time to regain consistency. SDD-1 [HAMM78,
HAMM80] is optimistic by collecting all messages (in
cluding update actions) meant for a site in a spooler,
which is read and processed as part of the recovery
process. All messages are guaranteed to reach their des
tination. [STR085] uses a dependency tracking scheme to
aid in reconstructing a consistent database after a period
of failure where processing and commitments have occurred.
Two approaches, presented in [RIES82], allow updates
to continue during a network partition and restore the
consistency of the database after communications have been
repai red.
Both methods require extra information to be recorded
during the lifetime of a partition. When communications
are re-established, the partitions exchange their res
pective extra pieces of information. This data, along
with predefined and application specific rules, are used
to restore database consistency. The approaches differ as
to what extra information is recorded and how the consis
tency of the database is to be
restored.
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The first approach, called log transformations, re
cords a history of the transactions that have executed
during communication failures. After communications have
been restored, the histories in the different partitions
are merged. Special predefined rules are used to deter
mine which transactions may have to be rerun or run dif
ferently. These rules specify which transactions over
write other transactions, and special transactions that
need to be run. For example, these rules would specify
the corrective actions for overdrawn accounts or over
booked flights.
The second approach, called data patch, records
initial database values when a network partition occurs.
It also records which values have changed during the
lifetime of a partition. When communications are re
established, sites in the different partitions exchange
their current values of the data items that have been
updated. These values and the prepartition data values
are then used to update the database according to the
prespecified rules. In this approach, there are rules for
each type of data item that can be updated. The rules
specify whether to use
the latest data value, apply an
arithmetic function to the data values from the
different
partitions, take the
intersection of the data values, or
run a specific application
program.
Semantic knowledge can be used to
minimize or resolve
conflicts. One example is to split
the files into new
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files unique to each partition. An example involving a
reservation system would analyze the number of available
seats when a partition occurred. A partition containing
40 percent of the sites would modify its available number
of seats to be 40 percent of the previous total. The
other partition would likewise handle 60 percent of the
reservations. This scheme would prevent either partition
from overschedul i ng the number of seat reservations.
[BHAR82] suggests that the system may allow trans
actions to commit in different partitions if an UNDO log
is kept. When the partitions reconnect, graphs may be
constructed to analyze the update processing performed in
the partition. If a cycle occurs in the graph, the trans
actions must be analyzed to remove the conflict. Any
semi -commi tted transactions would be the first candidates
to abort and restart. If only committed transactions
exist, and if the effects of the transactions have not yet
been seen by another transaction or user, the committed
transaction could be rolled back. Note that this approach
contradicts the idea that committed transactions are per
manent. Another method would be to issue a compensating
transaction if one can be constructed. If no transaction
can be rolled back or compensated, the system should avoid
committing such
transactions during a failure, or pay the
consequences of potentially affecting
data integrity.
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I. TOKEN CONTROL SCHEME
FOR REPLICATED DATABASES
Tokens are used in distributed database systems to provide
consistency among replicated data [AGRA86]. Tokens may be
assigned at any data 1 evel f i 1 es , pages, records, etc.
However, in this discussion, the tokens are associated
with specified files. A file which contains a token is
designated as an update copy. There is a predetermined
number of tokens per file; allowing more than one update
copy when replicated files exist. Replicated files with
out tokens are read-only files.
When discussing replicated data, a differentiation is
needed between a logical data object and physical data
objects. Logical data is viewed by the users of a dis
tributed database system. However, this data can have
more than one physical copy in the replicated data scheme.
Each file has a directory which holds a list of all
available token copies and available read-only copies.
These directories are duplicated at each site containing a
replicated copy. The directories are updated when
failures and recoveries occur. The coordinator of a
transaction must either have or request a copy of direc
tories for all files which must be updated by a trans
action. The data required by a transaction is divided
into two sets read-only data and data
to be updated. In
order to update a logical data
object in a file, the
tokens from all update copies of
that file must be locked
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successfully. In order to read a data object, a read-lock
must be obtained from one of the read-only files con
taining that object. If no read-only copies are avail
able, the coordinator can try to read from a token copy.
When a read-lock is obtained on a read-only repli
cated file, the copy of the data objects may not reflect
the most up-to-date value. This inconsistency may occur
since the read-only files are not written to when the data
is updated in corresponding replicated files. Therefore,
before a transaction can access data in a read-only file,
the copy must be made mutually consistent. Actualization
requests are sent out from a read-only site to a token
copy when a read is requested. This message is treated
the same as a read-lock at the token copy. The token site
responds with the current value of the file requested. By
using this procedure, inconsistency of read-only copies is
avoided.
Remote copy actualization is also the technique used
to restore a token copy to the most current values after a
failure. During site recovery, the recovery mechanism
makes actualization requests for its token copies to other
available token files. Once the remote copy actualization
is complete, the recovered token-copy will be included in
the list of available update files.
In order for transactions to commit when tokens are
used, all the available
token sites of each file written
to must have sent precommit messages to
the transaction
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coordinator. In addition, the files used in the trans
action read list must have also sent precommit messages.
When a failure occurs which disables a copy from use,
the network protocol which discovered the failure will
send messages out to all other sites to update their
directories by removing the file from the available list.
If there are no other copies of that file available for
use, any transactions needing to access that file must be
aborted, and a total failure occurs.
To recover from a failure, read-only copies need to
be included in the available read-only list at other
sites. However, token copies must be updated to the
current value. If a partial failure occurred, the copy
actualization procedure must be followed for the token
copy, and an update directory message is then sent to each
replicated site. On the other hand, if all sites con
taining token copies failed, the first step is to deter
mine the site which failed last. The token copy at that
site is then included in the available list in all direc
tories. All other token copies must follow the copy
actualization procedure, as if a partial failure occurred,
in order to get consistent with the most current copy at
the last available site. The above procedures must be
carried out by a recovering site for each file stored at
that site.
The token scheme has flexibility which allows an
administrator to alter the reliability capabilities
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easily, by changing the number of tokens for a file. Two
extremes may exist. First, all copies may have tokens
which designate all files as read-write copies and
actually eliminates the need for tokens. Second, only one
copy may have a token, which reduces system reliability
since the loss of one site may cripple the system. The
concurrency of the system improves as the tokens become




A physical database design technique, called record
segmentation, seeks to improve system performance by
grouping data items that are usually required simul
taneously by the users of the database into physical sub
files. Conversely, data items that are not retrieved
together are stored separately. Thus, user requirements
can be met with a minimal number of accesses to secondary
memory and a minimal amount of data transfer. [MARC84]
In a database system supporting multiple users,
determining the most efficient record segmentation
scheme
becomes more difficult. Two users may require the same
key data, but different detailed
information. A segmen
tation which is efficient for one user may be quite
inefficient for another, creating a need to
analyze
trade-offs among users.
The motivation behind record
segmentation is the
concept that a large proportion of
all activities to a
database is directed at only a small
portion of the stored
data items.
Record segmentation is usually
discussed in terms of
increasing retrieval
times. However, segmentation can
also have a big effect on
recovery. Modern large data
bases with a high degree
of use and a large amount of
changes face serious problems concerning
recovery issues.
Because of their size, the




lengthy. If the system needs to be available continu
ously, then it will not be acceptable to reserve large
blocks of time for backup procedures. In this type of
environment, record segmentation can be very helpful.
Once the data is split into various subfiles, each
portion can be archived independently with no detrimental
effect on the subfile's performance. If properly applied,
record segmentation would lead to the following advantages
[K0ST84]:
recovery and archiving can be handled easily for
each reduced subfile;
operational reliability of the entire database
increases because each subfile is independently
supported by a hardware/software unit;
better overall performance, since a subfile's
backup process will not affect another subfile's
update and retrieval process.
The main disadvantage of record segmentation is the
increased complexity of the database
organization. Each
subfile has a separate location which must be noted by the
database management system.
In principle, there is no limit
on the database size
when the record segmentation technique
is used. The de
composition process can be applied as often as necessary
to achieve sufficiently small
archivable subfiles.
Basically, the retrieval
costs of a database are
reduced by physically grouping
items that are frequently
3.
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retrieved together. Backup and recovery costs are reduced
when volatile data items are isolated. Thus, records must
be segmented so that total system operating costs are
minimized by balancing the retrieval and backup considera
tions. Equations to help evaluate the possible groupings
are discussed in [MARC84].
One form of segmentation is the isolation of all data
items which can be updated in a single segment, with the
remaining data items stored in a second segment. The
backup and recovery considerations for the volatile sub
file are very different than those for the stable subfile.
Substantial cost savings for backup and recovery activi
ties may result by such an arrangement; however, the
effects of this organization on retrieval and update
performance must be weighed.
Another method of segmentation is frequency decom
position. The decomposition pattern is based on sepa
rating parts of the original
database according to their
inherent access frequencies [K0ST84J. The archiving fre
quency is directly proportional to the
update frequency.
Thirdly, when indexes are not available, data items
which are used for selection tend to be isolated. The
segment containing the
selection data items will end up
acting like an index
[MARC84].
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X. DESCRIPTION OF RECOVERY IN EXISTING SYSTEMS
A. IMS/VS
The basic approach to database recovery in IMS/VS is
to make periodic copies of the datasets that contain the
database and record database changes on the system log.
In the event of failure in a dataset, the latest copy can
be updated with changes logged since the copy was made,
thus restoring the dataset to its condition at the point
of failure. A database change is recorded in the system
log by storing the before and after images of the segment.
Copying databases is done with a database image copy
utility program. That program copies one dataset at a
time, thus creating an image copy of the dataset on disk
or tape. Databases are normally copied just after the
database has been initially loaded and immediately after
reorganization. If a database has been reorganized, any
copies made before the reorganization cannot be used in
recovery [IMS86a]. Copies may
also be made at inter
mediate points, as determined by the update activity
against the database.
When database damage is discovered, the affected
datasets may be recovered by running
a database recovery
utility program. For
each dataset to be recovered, the
utility performs the following
actions [MCGE77]:
1. It allocates space for a
new version of the
dataset and loads the latest image copy into
thi s space .
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2. The system log is read forward, looking for
changes made to the dataset after the image
copy. For each such entry log, the
"after"
image is used to replace the corresponding data
in the database.
To protect databases against the effects of incorrect
application programs, IMS/VS provides a Data Base Backout
utility program. The backout program searches the system
log in the backward direction for database change entries
that were made by the aborted program. The before image
from each such entry replaces the corresponding data in
the databases. The utility ends when it encounters the
scheduling entry for the program.
To prevent the rerunning of an entire job in the
event of system failure, IMS/VS provides a program check
point/restart facility that permits programs to make
periodic copies of selected program and system variables
(checkpoints), and to be restarted from such checkpoints
in the event of system failure [MCGE77]. Program check
points are taken by a Checkpoint (CHKP) call that speci
fies the program variables to be saved, and a checkpoint
identification for subsequent reference to the checkpoint.
The system responds to the call by flushing the database
buffers to direct access storage and by creating a
check
point entry in the
system log that contains the
user-
specified checkpoint identification,
the keys of the last
database records to be processed, and
the user-specified
variables. The system also
writes a checkpoint message to
the operators, giving the
checkpoint identification.
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Before restarting a program, following a system
failure, the Data Base Backout utility must be run to
backout the changes made by the program since a specified
checkpoint. The utility ends when it finds the specified
checkpoint (or program scheduling entry, if that occurs
first) in the system log. Data Base Backout creates a log
of change activity for updates which were backed out in
the run. When restarted, the system restores the speci
fied program variables and position in the databases,
using the log data at the last checkpoint.
The system logging technique was enhanced in IMS/VS
1.3. The full logging function, as provided by IMS/VS 1.2
and prior releases, uses magnetic tape as the primary
logging media. The log write ahead approach is now manda
tory. With the increasing transaction rates processed by
IMS/VS systems, the present tape logging is proving
inadequate due to [GEND82]:
1. concerns related to the volume of tape handling;
2. inability to share the tape log for
multiple
purposes in one pass;
3. long restart times if
forced to use the tape log
for restart;
4. reliability of tape
media and tape drives when
compared to direct access devices.
The logging enhancements
of IMS/VS 1.3 [STRI82,
GEND82] require users to
allocate the IMS/VS log to
multiple datasets on direct
access devices. These
data-
sets are referred to as
On-line Log Datasets (OLDS). Log
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records are initially written to the OLDS in a wraparound
fashion and subsequently copied to another dataset known
as the system log dataset (SLDS). The SLDS is the input
to database recovery. The third required dataset in IMS
logging is the Write Ahead Dataset (WADS), which contains
a copy of committed log records which are in OLDS buffers,
but have not yet been written to the OLDS. The WADS space
is continually reused after the appropriate log data has
been written to the OLDS. When Log Write Ahead requests
are made to the logging manager, a partially filled OLDS
buffer is written to the WADS, which ensures system
recovery in the event of failure.
At execution of the Log Archive Utility, which pro
duces the SLDS, a dataset is created that contains all of
the log records needed for database recovery. This output
dataset is referred to as a Recovery Log Dataset (RLDS).
IBM's on-line system, Customer Information Controls
System (CICS) supports the use of IMS databases. CICS
performs dynamic backouts which will use a dynamic log to
automatically backout any changes made by incomplete
transactions [YELA82]. The information which is recorded
in the task's dynamic log is a subset of what is recorded
in the system log. For instance, after images are not
placed in the dynamic log, since the purpose of the
dynamic log is backout and not forward recovery.
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Overview of DBRC Recovery Features
Data Base Recovery Control (DBRC) was introduced in
IMS/VS Release 1.2. It provides a high degree of control
over the recovery of IMS/VS databases. This control con
sists of aid in the actual recovery action and assistance
in many IMS/VS utility jobs necessary to enable recovery
of databases.
Without DBRC, the manual effort needed to recover
databases would be enormous, with an open invitation to
error. If there were a write error on the database, for
example, forward recovery would be needed. The data
manager must locate all the jobs which updated the broken
database since the last image copy. The log tapes from
these jobs would need to be recorded and the JCL needed
for the recovery related actions
would have to be created
manually. If any information were incorrect, missing,
or
in the wrong order, bad input
could easily be supplied to
a recovery operation.
An invalid recovery would then
result, causing loss of
database integrity.
DBRC provides a number of
recovery-related functions.
First of all, it automatically
records recovery-related
information in DBRC datasets.
In addition, it can
generate JCL for many IMS/VS
database dataset utilities.
DBRC will also verify that
the correct input and output
datasets are specified when many
of the IMS/VS database
dataset and log tape recovery
related utilities are run.
Finally, a DBRC log tape processing
utility, called the
DSLOG utility, is provided by the
product.
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Recording of Recovery Information
RECON (REcovery CONtrol) datasets are used by DBRC to
record recovery and data sharing information, and are the
heart of DBRC operation. The RECON dataset consists of up
to three physical datasets: the RECON dataset itself, a
copy of the original, and a spare. The two recons com
prising the pair are both written to, always in the same
order. The spare is never written to unless there is a
problem with one of the RECONs in the pair.
The RECON datasets should be spread out about your
system. They should have different space allocations, be
on different channels, controllers, devices, etc. One
system problem should not cause all RECONs to be lost.
The information contained in the RECON is maintained
through two sources. The first method is provided by a
set of internal DBRC exits that are called by various
IMS/VS modules during execution of a subsystem. The exits
are used to automatically record the following information
in the RECON dataset: [DBRC84]
1. the subsystems which access data bases and the
logs which these subsystems create.
2. which database datasets have change records
contained on each of the various logs.




of logs have been made.
5. what database dataset
reorganizations have been
made .
6. what database dataset




The second of the two sources of information for the
RECON dataset is provided by the Recovery Control utility,
which is supplied as part of DBRC. This utility can add,
delete and change most of the information contained in the
RECON dataset. One parameter in this utility will cause
"old"
data to be removed. What information should be con
sidered old depends on the length of time you want to re
cover. The utility is also used to list the contents of
the RECON, invoke the JCL generating capability of DBRC,
and backup the RECON datasets.
JCL Generation
DBRC provides JCL generation support fpr the IMS/VS
image copy, change accumulation, database recovery (for
ward recovery), and DBRC DSLOG utilities. For example, if
JCL for a database dataset recovery is desired, DBRC will
generate the JCL and insure that the correct image copy,
change accumulation, and log tape volumes are used, and
that the log tape volumes are specified in the right
order. [KEEN82]
The use of the GENJCL process can significantly re
duce the amount of time required to recover a database.
In addition, it can eliminate many of the causes of in
valid recoveries. DBRC knows what log tape volumes are
required for a change accumulation or recovery, and will
ensure that all required volumes are processed in the
correct order. A significant amount of time is spent
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during database recoveries to determine what inputs, in
what order, should be provided to the Data Base Recovery
utility. DBRC eliminates this manual, error-prone effort.
Thus, the benefits provided by the GENJCL process are:
1. faster preparation of the utility JCL,
2. elimination of human indecision and intervention,
and
3. elimination of human errors.
Image Copy
DBRC provides full support for standard image copies.
DBRC will capture the dataset name, volume serial number,
and file sequence number for the image copy output
data-
set and will record this information in the RECON dataset.
If dual output image copy datasets are requested from the
image copy utility, DBRC will record the same information
for both duplicate datasets, so that either can be used in
a recovery.
When a database is registered to DBRC, the maximum
number of image copy dataset generations to be maintained
by DBRC must be specified. When this
number is exceeded,
DBRC will discard the information associated with the





DBRC introduces a concept of
"grouping"
database
datasets for change accumulation processing. These groups
of database datasets are called change accumulation
groups. Change Accumulation is used to combine change
records from the logs of many update jobs in order to have
one collection of changes for the database datasets. "The
Change Accumulation utility is also used by DBRC to merge
change records from logs created by multiple, concurrently
executing subsystems in a data sharing environment. If
DBRC knows that a log dataset does not contain any changes
or I/0-error records for members of the change accumula
tion group, that log dataset will not be included as
input, thus reducing unnecessary volume handling and
processi ng.
Database Recovery
Three types of recovery supported for database
data-
sets are controlled by DBRC. These are full recovery,
time-stamp recovery, and track
recovery. The GENJCL and
utility JCL verification
support is provided for all three
recovery types. The
inputs to recovery are the latest
appropriate image copy data set, the
latest appropriate
change accumulation dataset, and all required logs con
catenated in the correct sequence.
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Ful 1 Recovery
A full recovery of a database set restores the data
base dataset to its current state, as indicated by the
RECON dataset.
Time Stamp Recovery
A time stamp recovery of a database dataset allows
the recovery of a database dataset to some point other
than the current state of the database dataset. Time
stamp recovery is typically used in a batch environment to
restore the database(s) to the beginning of a batch run.
For example, if the Nth step abended or had incorrect
input, the entire batch network could be re-run without
running batch backout for all N steps.
The time stamps to which you can perform recovery
with this technique are the stop time of a log tape
volume, the stop time of a log tape dataset, and the time
at which an image copy dataset is created.
An image copy for the database
dataset should be
created after a time stamp recovery has been performed.
Although not required, this image copy will simplify
and
further reduce the duration of future recoveries.
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Figure 15. Time Stamp Recovery
Figure 15 shows a time line along which are shown
various recovery related events for a database dataset.
At time Tp, the user performs a time stamp recovery re
questing that the database dataset be recovered to its
time T1 state. The GENJCL feature will produce a database
recovery utility job step that would include image copy 1
(IC1) and log tape volumes 1 and 2 (LT1 and LT2). Fol
lowing the successful execution of the Data Base Recovery
utility, the Image Copy utility will be run, producing
IC3. Following time Tp, the database dataset appears as
it did at time T. , with an image copy dataset ( I C 3 ) as
backup .
Time stamp recovery must be
used with caution. When
performing a time stamp recovery
for a database dataset,
the same must be done for all related database datasets,




Examples of related database datasets would include not
only those connected
through logical relationships, but
also those where multiple datasets
form a single database,
as is the case with databases containing
indexes or mul
tiple dataset groups. Since DBRC
does not know how data
base datasets are related, it is the
user's responsibility
to ensure that all of these




DBRC also provides support for the track recovery
option of the IMS/VS database recovery utility. Track
recovery is used to recover one or more
"bad"
tracks in a
VSAM database dataset to its most current state. When
track damage is detected, the system creates search cri
teria for finding all records pertaining to the track in
error. Since the entire database dataset is not being
recovered, a time stamp track recovery cannot be per
formed .
DSLOG Processing
DBRC provides an optional facility to further reduce
the tape handling associated with change accumulation and
database recovery processing. This facility is called
"DSLOG
processing."
This process extracts the database
dataset change and I/O error records from the log tape
volumes and stores them in database dataset related data-
sets called DSLOG datasets.
Conceptually, the DSLOG datasets appear to be log
tapes that contain records for only one database dataset.
DSLOG datasets are used as input to the recovery and
change accumulation utilities in place of the original




The communication between IMS, DBRC, and the various
utilities is illustrated in Figure 16. Normal processing
will be discussed first, and relates to the upper
left-hand side of the diagram.
When a job which uses IMS/VS databases starts, a
sign-on exit to DBRC is performed. This exit identifies
the job to DBRC. DBRC checks to see if a SUBSYS record
with the same job name exists in the RECON. If it does,
the job will immediately fail. This condition indicates
that the job had aborted previously after a database
data-
set had been updated, and no recovery has been done. If
no SUBSYS record exists, one will be created and the job
wi 1 1 proceed .
The next step is to request authority to
access the
databases. If authorization cannot be granted for all of
the requested databases, the job will fail. The log tapes
are now opened and database information is updated in the
RECON when change records are written to the logs, so that
the RECON knows which databases have been updated.
PRILOG
(PRImary LOG) records store log
information in the RECON.
If dual logging is used, a SECLOG (SECondary LOG)
record
will also be created .
The application program is
now running. As each
registered database is opened with an
access attempt of
update or exclusive use, a DBRC
exit is invoked to ensure
that recovery
information is consistent. DBRC is also
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invoked each time the first update to a database dataset
occurs. Time stamps are kept for the time of each update.
It is also noted in the RECON that the database has been
changed .
Whenever a log tape volume becomes full and a new
volume is mounted, the DBRC log exit is driven. DBRC will
update the PRILOG or SECLOG record with the stoptime of
the prior volume and add the new volume serial number to
the record. When a log is closed (due either to normal or
abnormal termination), the stoptime field for the last
volume and the log dataset are set in the PRILOG or SECLOG
record .
If a batch job normally terminates, then a "sign off
normal"
call is made to DBRC. Database authorizations are
released and the SUBSYS record is deleted.
If a batch job step abnormally terminates, a "sign
off
abnormal"
call is made to DBRC. Authorization is
released for databases that have not been updated. How
ever, databases which were
modified will not have their
authorization released, the SUBSYS record is not deleted,
and it is marked as abnormally terminated.
Batch backout
must be run to release any databases
still authorized and
to delete the SUBSYS record. The
operation of DBRC in an
on-line environment is very similar
to the batch system
just described.
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The lower left-hand side of Figure 16 shows the
interaction between IMS utilities and DBRC. If a batch
backout was submitted to undo the effects of an aborted
transaction, the first operation done by the utility is
through the sign-on exit. A SUBSYS record must exist for
the job that is being backed out. If this record does not
exist, DBRC will cause the backout to fail since it does
not know the job aborted. Figure 16 shows the authoriza
tion request and access permission/denial lines as dotted
lines, since these activities are not performed by all
utilities. The batch backout utility does not request
database authorization. Since the utility can only be run
for failed jobs, there is no integrity exposure or need to
authorize the databases. The JCL submitted in the utility
is verified by DBRC. After the utility completes, a
sign-off is done to DBRC.
The Recovery Control utility portion of DBRC is
illustrated on the right side of Figure 16. Listings can
be provided which print the contents of the RECONs, manual
updates can be done, and JCL for certain recovery
utilities can be automatically generated.
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IBM's relational database management system, DB2,
incorporates many of the recovery techniques previously
discussed in this paper. It uses a recovery log,
redo/undo logic, an update- in-place strategy, and the
two-phase commit protocol, when needed.
DB2's recovery log consists of three parts an active
log residing in main storage, an archive log on disk,
tape, or drum, and a special dataset called the Bootstrap
dataset. The Bootstrap dataset does the following:
determines which log datasets contain the needed recovery
data, provides pointers to checkpoint log records, and
holds other information needed for restart and recovery.
Log records are written to the active log unless they are
specifically forced to disk. If all the available active
log buffers become full, they are offloaded to an archive
1 og dataset .
At the beginning of each transaction, a
begin-
transaction log record is written. The updates in turn
generate log records, which are followed by an
end-
transaction log record. All the log records for a par
ticular transaction are linked together. The various
phases of the commit process and checkpoint records are
also logged.
DB2 may be
initiated through another system, such as
IBM's online system, CICS. In this case,
the two products
have their own recovery
procedures which must be coordi
nated with each other.
This synchronization is done
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through the two-phase commit procedure. Depending on
which subsystem is used, either DB2 or the subsystem is
assigned the role of coordinator. When CICS invokes DB2,
for example, CICS assumes the coordinator responsibility.
Both systems log the commit proceedings in their own log
files.
In addition to the transaction control log records,
the following information is also stored in the log files.
Whenever a tablespace (holding one or more DB2 tables) or
indexspace is opened or closed, this activity is recorded.
This information enables DB2 to identify which portions of
the log need to be processed when recovering a specific
tabl espace .
Checkpoints, which are taken at periodic intervals,
are also noted in the log. The checkpoint frequency is
proportional to the amount of log activity. The check
point process can occur at the same time as normal data
base activity. A checkpoint includes listing all the
active transactions in the log and noting information
about each open tablespace and indexspace on the log. DB2
always begins the restart process at the last complete
checkpoint. The frequency of checkpoints has a direct
bearing on how much log data will
need to be processed for
a system restart, thus affecting recovery
time.
DB2 writes uncommitted updates back to the physical
database in order to reclaim buffer
space. This property
makes it necessary for DB2 to
undo uncommitted updates in
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case of transaction or system failure. Once a page has
been updated, it can be selected to be swapped out. When
the system swaps an updated page out, the log up to that
point is forced to non-volatile storage.
If the system fails before the updated pages are
written, the recovery process must redo any committed
changes which are not reflected in the database. In order
to perform these undo/redo actions, appropriate informa
tion is written to the log with each update operation.
The page number affected is included in the log record.
During the recovery process, compensation log records
are written to track the undo log records which were acted
upon during recovery. The compensation log records are
needed in case of failure during the recovery process. If
a crash occurred during an undo operation, the result of
the undo may not yet have been recorded on disk. When the
restart begins again, the compensation log records will
indicate if previous recovery actions have not completed.
Each page header for DB2 stores a field which iden
tifies the log record pertaining to the last update done
to that page. This field is used to determine if an up
date described in a log record has actually been forced to
the physical database. If the last update identifier in
the database page is less than the location of the log
record being examined, the update has not been applied to
the actual database. On the other hand, if the last up
date identifier in the physical page is greater than or
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equal to the location of the log record, the update was
reflected in the database. The redo and undo operations
work in a very similar fashion to the descriptions given
earlier in this paper. However, extra analysis is re
quired to process the compensation logs correctly.
DB2 supports two types of database image copies. One
is a full copy of a tablespace. The other feature is an
incremental copy including only those pages which have
been modified since the last full copy.
To process logs more efficiently when recovery is
needed, DB2 keeps track of when updates began and ended to
a specific DB2 data object, as reflected in the log. If
media recovery is required, only the portion of the log
containing updates to the affected object is processed.
Uncommitted updates contain compensation log records which
are used to back out those updates. The media recovery
process will act upon all log records, even those per
taining to uncommitted transactions. However, a compen
sation log record will undo the uncommitted update when it
is processed.
System restart procedures follow very closely the
actions discussed in the system failure section. REDO and
UNDO lists are constructed by reading the log taken since
the last checkpoint, to determine which transactions
started and committed, versus which transactions are not
complete. Also the tablespaces and indexspaces used since
the last checkpoint are noted.
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Th e earliest point containing update records for any
open tablespace is found in the log. At this location,
the log is processed in a forward direction to redo any
uncompleted updates not written to disk, including those
to be committed. The log is then processed in reverse
order to undo any updates of incomplete transactions, or
those which were in abort status. All updates are then
forced to non-volatile storage, and a checkpoint is taken.
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C SDD-1
SDD-1 is a prototype distributed database system
which was developed by Computer Corporation of America
[HAMM80]. The reliability system is based upon RelNet
(Reliable Network). RelNet employs site status moni
toring, event timestampi ng , guaranteed delivery of
messages, and the atomic control of transactions.
RelNet is built as a series of layers. Below the
RelNet architecture is the message transmission layer. In
SDD-1, ARPANET is used as the facility for sending and
receiving messages between sites. At this layer, no
guarantees are made that a message sent by one site will
actually be received at the destination. However, higher
levels of RelNet do expect responses for messages which
have been sent. The lowest level in RelNet is the Global
Time Layer, which maintains a global clock used by all
layers. This layer synchronizes the actions performed at
the other sites, and keeps track of all site statuses.
The Guaranteed Delivery layer enables communication be
tween sites, even when the receiving site is down. The
Transaction Control layer is responsible for the correct
execution of transactions, despite failures which may
occur at the participating sites.
Global Time Layer
One responsibility of this layer is to make sure that
events occurring within a
single process which involve
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other sites are perceived to occur in the same order when
viewed by all sites. To achieve this goal, a global clock
is used to analyze events. In order to simulate a global
clock, each site maintains a local clock, which is used to
provide the timestamps for events occurring in that site.
The local clock is incremented each time a timestamp is
requested. In order to support the idea of a global clock
to order events among all sites, the timestamps attached
to received messages are examined. If the timestamp on a
received message is greater than the local clock value on
the receiving site, the local clock value is increased to
a value beyond the timestamp value. If this is not done,
an action done at the receiving site which is sent to
other sites may have a timestamp earlier than that of the
previous message received. This would not be reasonable,
since the action actually occurred after the message was
recei ved .
When a site recovers from a failure, the Global Time
Layer initializes the local clock to a value of zero.
Receipt of messages by other sites will restore the local
clock to an appropriate value.
Each site maintains a local status table which is
used to store the site's knowledge of the status of all
sites in the network. A Watch facility exists which is
used by a site if it wishes to
be informed when another




If a site does not respond to a message within a
certain timeframe, the site is assumed to be down. Pro
cedures are followed to make sure that the site is really
down. If so, the site is marked as down in the local
status table. RelNet preassigns guardians for each site
which handle the processing when a site crashes. The
failure of a site is not broadcast to all sites in the
network. Only the site discovering the failure and one of
the site's guardians need to know. This approach assumes
that only sites which attempt to interact with a site must
know its status, and each of these can learn of a failure
independently. This idea eliminates the need for syn
chronizing the communication of site failure and recovery
among all other sites in the network, which can become
very complicated. However, when a site recovers, the
Global Time layer does notify all other sites of the up
status .
When a message is to be sent to another site, the
local status table entry for that site is interrogated.
If the site is listed as down, the message is discarded
and the sending process is informed
that the message is
undel i verable. If the site is listed as up, the message
i s sent .
When messages are received, the status of the sending
site is also checked. If the status is
marked as up, the
message is either sent to the user
process or passed on to
a higher layer of RelNet. However, if the status
is in
dicated to be down, the type of message
becomes important.
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Messages indicating that a site has just recovered and is
now up are processed by marking the site's status as up in
the local status table and issuing a response to the
sender. Any other message received from a site marked as
down implies that the site is not actually in a down
state. However, actions may have already been performed
based on the assumption that the site was truly down. In
this case, a message is sent to the site telling it to
perform as though it had indeed failed, followed by a re
covery of that site. Any change to the local status table
may cause sites which had issued a Watch against a re
covering site to be notified of its change in status.
In RelNet, only two statuses are considered, up or
down. In reality, the behavior of a node in a distributed
system can be summarized by the following four states.
1. DOWN - Not operating
2. SLOW - Running, but slow in responding to mes
sages, thus hitting the time-out interval.
3. FAULTY - Answering messages within the time-out
interval; however, responses are incorrect.
4. UP - Running correctly and answering messages
within the specified interval.
SDD-1 does not distinguish between
all these pos
sibilities. RelNet cannot determine
whether another site
fails to respond because it has crashed,
or just because
it is slow. Therefore, any site
which does not respond to
messages within a
prespecified time frame is assumed to be
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down. However, the Global Time layer recognizes the fact
that the site is potentially only slow, and accommodates
this by sending a "YOU'RE
DOWN"
message to the appropriate
site. In addition, it is also not possible to distinguish
beween faulty sites and those sites which are operating
properly. In this case, both situations would consider
the site to be up. Components outside RelNet can
explicitly crash a site if it is found to be in error.
Guaranteed Delivery Layer
The fact that an intended recipient for a message may
fail before a message has been delivered could result in
loss of messages. However, this would jeopardize database
consistency in a distributed system. A transaction which
updates a distributed database must be certain that
crucial messages, such as updates, will be eventually
delivered to all destination sites. This is the duty of
the guaranteed delivery layer.
Messages may be designated for
"guaranteed
delivery."
In this case, the RelNet ensures that, if the destination
site is currently down, it will receive the message when
it recovers. As an example, suppose two messages are sent
to Site A. If one message is flagged for guaranteed
delivery, Site A will definitely
receive the message when
it recovers. However, the other
message sent may not
arri ve at all.
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The sender of a guaranteed message receives an
acknowledgement from the Guaranteed Delivery layer when
the message has been processed by this layer. At this
point the sender can be assured that the message will
reach its destination if the site eventually recovers.
When a guaranteed message is received by the destination,
an acknowledgement must also be sent to the Guaranteed
Delivery Layer indicating that the message will be
processed. After this last acknowledgement, the
Guaranteed Delivery layer considers the message to be
successfully delivered. If the destination fails again
before it can return an acknowl egement , the message will
be resent by the Guaranteed Delivery layer when the site
again recovers.
Another function of this layer is the Check primitive
which allows a site to determine if it has received all
messages sent to it by a certain time. This facility is
used by a recovery site to determine if it has received
all messages sent to it while it was down and also to
ensure that all messages sent by a crashed site before it
went down have been received.
The promise that messages will be delivered is accom
plished through use of the Reliable Buffer, which is lo
cated at all sites. This storage area holds all messages
destined for a failed site which are flagged for guaran
teed delivery. During the recovery process of a failed
site, a request is made to
receive all messages in its
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Reliable Buffer. The recovering location will then store
these messages in its own non-volatile storage, and pro
cess the messages in the correct order once recovery is
compl ete .
The Reliable Buffer is internal to RelNet. It is
implemented by replicating and coordinating each message
at several sites in the network. Crashes may occur when
the Reliable Buffer is being read or written to. Varia
tions of these failures are all accounted for in the
Guaranteed Delivery layer.
Transaction Control Layer
The Transaction Control Layer ensures that trans
actions remain atomic. The execution of a transaction
typically involves sending update mesages from one site to
a number of other sites. The sending site may crash
before completing all the updates for a transaction. In
order to maintain data integrity, all updates for a trans
action must be processed by all associated sites. Al
though the unsent messages may be guaranteed delivery, it
is unrealistic in the SDD-1 enviroment to wait indefi
nitely until a site
recovers to complete a transaction.
Other processes dependent upon completion of previous
transactions would also be forced to wait.
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Th e above problem is resolved by an atomic commit
procedure. Whenever any update messages become held up
due to a failed site, the transaction with which they are
associated will be aborted, and none of its updates will
be performed. Only when all of the update messages are
issued will the transaction be committed. At that point,
all of the updates will actually take place.
The commit procedure in RelNet is a four-phase
process. It makes use of backup processes which take
control if the committing process fails. The commit
procedure consists of the following steps:
Phase One - The committing process, C, appoints a
certain number of backup processes which are informed of
all sites involved in the transaction, and all the other
backup processes. The backup processes send a message to
C to indicate that they know of their backup role.
Phase Two - C issues UPDATE messages to the other
participating sites, causing the local updates to prepare
to commit. C must receive acknowledgement from the
Guaranteed Delivery layer, indicating that the messages
were received.
Phase Three - C issues COMMIT messages to all the
backup processes, and waits for
acknowledgements for the
messages .
Phase Four - C sends the COMMIT messages to the other
participating sites, causing
the commit to take place and
the local databases to be
updated. Once C has received
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acknowl edgement for the COMMIT messages, it destroys the
backup processes and considers the commit procedure to be
compl ete.
The role of the backups is as follows. The backup
processes default to an abort state unless a COMMIT mes
sage is received. Each backup watches its predecessor.
If the process it is watching fails, it first determines
if it is watching C, the committing process. If so, the
backup process assumes control of the transaction and
issues a COMMIT or ABORT message based on its own state.
Therefore, if Phase Three has not begun, a COMMIT will not
be issued. If the process which failed was another backup




The recovery methods employed in the computer instal
lation of a manufacturing company were studied. This site
utilizes large-scale IBM3083J and IBM3081G central pro
cessing units running MVS/XA (Extended Architecture) as
the operating system in conjunction with JES3, the Job
Entry and Scheduling subsystem. The main database product
is IMS. DB2 is an adhoc end user tool providing inquiry
and update capabilities for end user databases both in an
on-line and batch environment. The IMS databases are
copied to DB2 databases weekly for ease of inquiry. CICS
is the major application system providing on-line access
to the divisional IMS databases.
The online CICS environment is available during nor
mal work days from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. The remainder of the
time comprises the batch window. Due to the enormous
amount of data and jobs being processed, the batch window
is very tight. Problems
encountered during the evening
processing must be handled very
quickly. Thus, reliable
and timely recovery procedures are
essential.
The database administrator stated that a "never go
back"
strategy is a basic
principle. Once a database up
date job has successfully completed,
the job will not be
rerun. If a problem, such as
bad input data, is detected,
the approach is to generate
corrective transactions to
adjust for the bad processing.
A data sharing facility
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exists in IMS/VS which allows multiple application pro
grams to concurrently process common DL/1 databases. Data
sharing complicates the recovery issue and virtually makes
the restore database/rerun job approach extinct.
There are three layers of data protect i on an image
copy, change accumulation, and raw log datasets. Dual
logging is used, which creates two logs for one update
function. One actual change accumulation dataset is made,
but a copy of that file is created. In addition, a remote
copy of the image copy is made. This backup is stored in
a different location at the plant than that of the com
puter center.
Three image copies, along with their associated
change accumulations and log tapes, are kept to allow re
covery from the past. Most image copies are regularly
scheduled to run once a week. Adjustments are made to
this default based on update frequency, database volume,
and database volatility. Change accumulations are run
twice a day once after the on-line system, CICS, is
brought down and next after the batch network has
compl eted .
The frequency of image copies can be analyzed in a
historical perspective. When IMS databases were first
used, image copies were made
after every update job. This
was necessary in order to
handle the manual effort in
volved in recovery. Later image copy frequency was
changed to occur after several update jobs had completed.
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In this case, if a media failure was detected during the
last update job, the logs from all those update jobs would
have to be applied to the previous image copy in order to
recover.
Once DBRC was available and operating in the instal
lation, the image copy frequency was changed to occur once
a day, after CICS was brought down for the day. Due to
increasing database sizes and a very tight batch window
created by a newly installed production control applica
tion system, the image copies became too time consuming to
fit into the network. As a result, the image copy was
substituted with a change accumulation to collect all the
log updates. The change accumulations occur after CICS
and after all the batch jobs for that database group. The
image copies are created every weekend.
DBRC involved a large-scale effort by many people to
incorporate it into the operating environment. There were
several problems along the migration path to full DBRC
utilization. Many problems were due to the large learning
curve associated with DBRC.
When incorporating any recovery product into an in
stallation, care must be
taken to insure that adequate
recovery procedures
are in place for the recovery tools
themselves. The following example illustrates how hidden
some clues may be
which indicate a problem has occurred.
The RECONs are the heart of
DBRC recovery and the ability
to recover exists only as long
as these datasets remain
i ntact .
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In the adaptation of DBRC to this installation, a job
was written to make RECON I/O errors more visible. In
earlier releases of DBRC which had only two RECONs, if one
RECON was lost, the jobs currently running would finish,
but any new jobs would fail due to unavailable RECONs.
This would signal the group supporting the production jobs
that a new RECON must be created and copied from the good
RECON. However, the current release of DBRC uses three
RECONstwo currently used copies and a spare. If an I/O
error occurs on one of the copies, DBRC will automatically
write the contents of the good RECON to the spare, and tag
the bad RECON as discarded. The spare RECON now becomes
the second copy. This activity is completely transparent
to the application. An error message is sent to the
system log when RECON replacement occurs, which is easily
missed. Therefore, a job was written to list the status
of the RECONs. The job runs twice a day at 4 a.m. and
4 p.m. The header record on the RECON is scanned and, if
the status of a RECON is listed as
"discarded,"
the job
will bomb. The abortion of this job signals the operators
that one of the RECONs had an I/O error and must be
redef i ned .
Log datasets are put on a
particular medium based on
how many updates a
certain job typically makes. For large
jobs, both logs are sent to
tape. For medium-size jobs,
one log will go to tape and
the second log is written on
disk. Both logs are written to
disk for small update
jobs.
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Media failures are very rare at this installation.
Most recovery needs have arisen due to application abends.
The vast majority of recovery uses are for backing out
application updates. Forward recovery has only been used
for application abends, after database integrity has been
destroyed due to a mistake during the batch backout.
The next example illustrates how easy it is to pro
vide bad input to a batch backout. Assume that an update
job with two logs has aborted. A space problem occurred
with the logs where both datasets ran out of space. A key
point is that the primary log ran out of space before the
secondary log. Therefore, the secondary log had updates
recorded on it which were not represented in the primary
log. In the majority of the batch backouts, the applica
tion program causes the job to abort, and the logs are
fine. As a norm, people tend to bring in the primary log
into the batch backout, although either log would suffice.
The same procedure was followed for this backout. As a
result, updates had been made, but not
backed out. This
situation did occur at this site, and the bad backout was
identified only after a later
job aborted due to database
integrity problems identified by an
application. Problems
such as these could be avoided if products such as DBRC
were extended to handle application recoveries in addition
to database recoveries. The automatic
generation of JCL
for backouts would eliminate backout
problems caused by
bad input. Also, this example points out that the primary
log should always have a






During my research on database recovery, I have found
a lack of information analyzing the various available
techniques. The strengths and weaknesses of each tech
nique should be carefully analyzed to determine which one
is most suitable to a specific set of circumstances. The
trade-offs between these different techniques have been
summarized in Figure 17.
Important criteria which should be considered when
analyzing recovery products include:
1. overhead during normal operation of the database
system;
2. recovery speed after a failure;
3. degree of reliability;
4. additional system requirements needed;
5. cost of backup and recovery operations.
It seems essential that all recovery management sys
tems must be able to recover from the three basic types of
failures transaction, system, and media failures.
The
techniques chosen may put
unacceptable overhead on the
system, making transaction processing yery
slow. Causes
include complex page fetch algorithms,
effects of certain
logging techniques, and page
update strategies. When
choosing the appropriate recovery
techniques, answers
depend on tradeoffs. Longer
transaction response time and
greater cost is often a tradeoff
if faster recovery from
failures is desired. The degree
of reliability is an
important issue, since the recovery
manager may only
guarantee a consistent state,
which is out of
date^causi nq
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work to be lost. On the other hand, more overhead can
allow the current database to be recreated. In addition,
if an installation has limited storage, shadow or dif
ferential file techniques may present a problem.
Although dumps make the recovery process faster as
they are taken more frequently, a heavier burden is placed
on throughput. For example, the longer the time between
dumps, the more before/after images are generated, thus
the more I/O activity is required to perform a recovery
operation. The same trade-off is true for checkpoints.
lt is important to minimize the time between
dumps/checkpoints. During that process, however, no
updates are allowed to the database. Depending on the
size of the database, this restriction could significantly
delay update processing. The ability to save or restore
several sections of the database simultaneously can lessen
the impact (at the expense of complicating the procedure).
Recovery overhead, recovery speed, and system re
quirements are all issues that are affected by the method
of propagation used to update pages. A database trans
action normally affects more than one physical page. In
database systems which employ an update-i n-pl ace strategy,
the physical database is usually inconsistent, since pages
of related changes can be written only one at a time. The
propagation order is likely determined by the buffer re
placement algorithm. The recovery mechanism must erase
these inconsistencies when restoring to a consistent data
base state. Logs are used to keep records of the updates.
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On the other hand, the shadow page and differential
file techniques write related pages which were updated to
a different disk location than that used for storing the
old pages. These algorithms are classified under atomic
propagation, since either all updated pages or no updates
will be reflected in the actual database. In the event of
a system failure, the old, consistent version of the data
base is immediately available. Transaction aborts are
easily handled by discarding the updated pages. The re
covery manager has much less work to do when compared to
the update-i n-pl ace strategy. However, periodically the
updated pages must be used to update the actual database
so that the pages will contain the new values even after a
crash .
It is more expensive to perform undo transactions
with logging when compared with shadows or
differential
files. However, logging puts a smaller burden on a
suc
cessful transaction. Since most transactions
succeed
rather than abort, logging emerges as the best mechanism.
The major disadvantage of shadows is the
cost of indirec
tion through the page table. The
disadvantage of the
differential file approach is the
overhead of reading
differential file pages and the extra processing
required
to obtain the correct version
of a page.
[AGRA85cJ evaluates logging,
shadow pages, and dif
ferential files in terms of
their performance impact.
Parallel logging allows logging
to occur in parallel at
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more than one log disk, thus making the recording of re
covery data more efficient. The parallel log architecture
appears to be the best recovery architecture since the
recovery data can be accumulated simultaneously with the
processing of data pages. These findings are consistent
with the design of the majority of recovery components,
which incorporate logging to record changes.
When the differential file technique was studied, the
size of the differential file was assumed to be only 10%
of the base file. This architecture degrades the through
put of the database machine because of the extra disk I/Os
required to access the differential file pages. If the
size of the differential file is increased, the processors
quickly become saturated.
For the shadow page architecture, the throughput does
degrade somewhat for random transactions. Throughput can
improve by increasing the buffer size or utilizing multi
ple page table processors until there is virtually no im
pact on performance. If logically adjacent pages can be
stored physically close, the performance of sequential
transactions is very good. If physical clustering is not
feasible, performance becomes much worse due to the rela
tively large seek times. If the overwriting
approach is
used, which writes the
new page over the shadow page upon
transaction completion, the physical
and logical data
ordering can be
maintained. However, the overwriting




A design issue related to logging is the choice of a
method for storing the images. One approach is to keep
the before- i mages of a transaction separate from the
after-images. This is because the before- images are only
used for backing out a transaction and for some read-only
transactions. Before-images may be discarded once the
transaction has committed and the read-only transactions
initiated before that transaction has completed. On the
other hand, the after-images are needed for forward
recovery from media failures. Many systems keep
before-
and after-images on the same recovery log. I/O cost is
reduced during normal writing to the logs when the images
are combined. However, both backward and forward recovery
will be slowed down due to skipping over the images
ignored by that recovery technique.
Page replacement strategies can affect system re
quirements. One policy writes updated pages to
the actual
disk database before the transaction has committed.
Another discipline prevents dirty pages from being written
until the transaction has successfully
completed or a
commit has been issued. In this case,
a sufficiently
large database buffer is needed.
This second policy
avoids undoing updates
if a transaction fails or system
crashes .
The level of granularity
used for the before and
after images is another issue.
The simplest approach is
to make those images
identical to the physical unit of
-124-
retrieval of a database system, called a block or page.
With page-level granularity, the recovery process involves
overwriting pages in the database without reading them
first. If the after images are sorted into physical
address order and reverse time sequence, only the most
current after image of a given page must be written. This
procedure significantly improves the forward recovery
process; however, the cost of performing this sort may
exceed the savings realized. Although this process can
also be applied to backward recovery, the smaller time
between checkpoints detracts from its cost effectiveness.
Another technique that reduces throughput overhead
uses record granularity to write before and after images.
The advantage of this approach is that the size of the log
file is greatly reduced, lessening the I/O activity to
this file. The cost in system resources to write a single
element of a full page is still one I/O operation, how
ever. To use this technique optimally, the log is usually
buffered so that a block is not written until it contains
enough images to fill the buffer. Record-level granu
larity can cause fewer I/O
operations to the log file.
The recovery mechanism is less efficient, however,
because
the affected pages must be read,
a specific record
altered, and written
back to the database. All updates to
a page not just the most recent
must be performed.
As organizations rely more heavily
on their computer
systems, their ability
to continue processing without
125-
those systems is diminished. This poses two challenges to
the data administration function: to develop and imple
ment those steps necessary to ensure processing continuity
of automated systems, and to develop procedures to aid
individuals in running their business during periods when
computerized systems are down. These two tasks are
extremely important and may determine the success of the
database installation.
The database administrator should estimate the cost
of loss associated with various types of database failures
so that the needed backup and recovery procedures can be
installed. Users must identify how quickly the database
must be recovered for their applications. That step will
indicate the length of time users can survive without the
computer system, and establishes recovery time require
ments. Alternate processing procedures should be devel
oped for the users during a failure, when necesary. Also,
procedures must exist to verify the integrity of data
immediately following recovery procedures.
Recovery products exist which aid in the recovery
process. Automation in recording log data set informa
tion, image copies, and other recovery information is one
function of such products. In addition, this data can be
used to create job streams for recovery purposes. It is
very desirable to be able to
collect this information and
reduce human intervention in the recovery area. The pur
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The majority of research efforts in the recovery area
has been focused on the actual recovery algorithms needed
in order to provide high reliability. However, little has
been done to provide customers with an analysis of what
they can expect from the database system in terms of
availability and performance (response time and through
put). The goals of continuous service and performance are
often conflicting ones. Recovery techniques and algo
rithms require additional system recovery resources in
terms of both hardware requirements and data. In addi
tion, recovery methods put an additional workload on the
system, which generally results in decreased performance
during fault-free operation. Also, the cost of designing
and implementing fault-tolerant algorithms can be high,
and the marginal gain obtained in availability through use
of sophisticated techniques may not seem cost-effective.
The same resources needed to provide fault-tolerant opera
tion could be used instead to enhance system performance.
Therefore, quantitative methods must be developed for
evaluating the performance, availability, and cost of
database systems.
The increasing use of distributed computing systems
makes research in that area of recovery very important.
Distributed databases need protocols which keep track of
multi-site transactions. Communication among separate
12S-
sites must result in uniform and atomic transaction com
mits or rejections. Available versus failed sites must be
recognized. Replicated data is another problem area since
the data must be consistent in all locations.
The trend for the future of database recovery is to
make it even more automatic and dynamic than it is today.
The recovery system should assess the damage, perform the
recovery, and advise users of possible effects of the re
covery. Products are currently available which assist
groups in recovering physical databases by basically pro
viding a history of logs, updates, image copies, reorgani
zations, etc. The next step is to develop aid for
handling application abends. This support would help
eradicate human error involved in application recovery.
The subject of database recovery is critically
important in order to ensure data integrity. Installa
tions must be aware of the limitations of their recovery
products and either make adjustments or accept those re
strictions. This paper presents and analyzes many re
covery techniques. As
an aid to further explanation of
these concepts, overall
descriptions of different ap
proaches to the design of recovery
components in existing
systems are given.
Although some research in this area
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and an optimization procedure for each is developed.
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